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Letter from the Editor
By vocation, I am the author of magazine articles, cookbooks, novels, blog posts, plays, and many other things. As I’ve
listened to fellow writers for many years now, I’ve seen a gap in our industry: a place for odd pieces that just don’t quite fit
somewhere else. I have also seen a need for a place that’s welcoming to new and emerging authors and artists who might not
know how or where to submit to a publication.
While wearing my other hat, I’m an executive producer and executive director. I know how things run – and I know how to
help people do them.
Combining my skills as an author and copy editor with my executive producer skills seemed a natural thing when I realized
this gap in the industry was affecting not only folks like me who are barely known but even folks with best-selling books to
their credit.
Beyond these things, though, the MockingOwl team has a vision for creating a community for artists – of all types – to
connect with their audience. We love what sites like Patreon and Kickstarter do for artists and their fans. But we want
more. We want a tight-knit family for the artists we know and love. A place of refuge and a place where their audience can
expand. A place where fans can connect to the artists they love. A place where we can all grow together and become more
the people we want to be.
The MockingOwl Roost is one of many phases we have for the long-term big vision for our family of artists and fans. It is,
perhaps, the most important phase at that: we believe our magazine will help the world see who we are, what we stand for,
and provide a gathering place for our family to share our art, creative insight, and love for one another.
In all of this, we have considered the message we want to project through our works, through our team. Through our
collective creation. It’s been difficult to find words for that. This near inexpressibility is what births art.
Thoughts must be articulated. Love must be shown. Passion must be demonstrated. Where these needs collide, we have art.
Writing an essay, singing a song, choreographing a dance, painting a picture – these all come from the vast need for selfexpression and that internal requisite to stand for what we believe in. And this is what is so hard to express.
We love you. We love every one of you, whoever you are. Your credo, your religion, your skin tone, your political leaning,
your nationality, your sexual identity, your sexual orientation – they make up the gloriousness of who you are and we
celebrate those differences and similarities.
Our goal, our vision, our passion is that you know that you are wanted and beloved and
celebrated here at MockingOwl. You, exactly as you are, created us. Your beauty, your
uniqueness, your presence, are why we exist.
We look forward to many years of admiring your work, celebrating your stories, and loving
you exactly as you come to us.
Thank you for inspiring us to put our hearts on the page alongside your art.
Rita Juanita Mock-Pike, Editor-in-Chief
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DONALD MILLER WRITES IN A MILLION MILES IN A
THOUSAND YEARS: WHAT I LEARNED WHILE EDITING MY LIFE

“WHEN YOU STOP
EXPECTING
PEOPLE TO BE
PERFECT, YOU
CAN LIKE
THEM FOR
WHO THEY
ARE.”
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THE CHOICE OF
KINDNESS
Cynthia Ann Lublink
What is kindness?
Kindness is defined as the quality of being friendly,
generous, and considerate. In today’s political climate, I
want to add that kindness is an act of love that puts
value on relationships over politics.
Should we not be able to expect this with one another?
We used to live in a world where our politics, although
different, did not have the power to define or destroy
relationships. Yet somehow, we have lost our ability to
believe that we can hold opposite political views and still
be all the things we love about each other.
We disagree with one another every single day. How is it
that we manage that in marriages, friendships, and
families, but cannot practice these kindnesses within the
political realm?

In the past few years, political views have become our
litmus test for who a person is, instead of valuing a
person for their character and inherent value. We have
chosen perceptions over genuine knowledge of one
another.
We have given ourselves permission to be unkind, selfrighteous, prideful destroyers of people. We are ripping
apart lifelong relationships rather than working to offer
kindness to one another.
We will have no one to blame when we look around and
the only people who surround us are “same-same.”
Without diversity, there will be nothing that makes us
wonderfully different, challenging, and uniquely human.
Conformity fashioned out of fear of rejection will force
many to find their own kind behind invisible borders,
built with their own hands.
Kindness requires a mindful decision. If we do not live
out this choice within our realms of influence, the course
ahead appears divisive. We have fed and created it, not
the government. Officials aren’t going to make this
better – it's not their job. We the people must do it.
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We are all different and that is the glorious, wonderful
thing about humanity: our diversity. We can accept one
another as we are without qualification because that is
exactly what we expect others to do for us. We must
dismantle these false beliefs about one another. This is
not to say that there aren’t truly horrible souls out there.
But I’d bet for most of us we don't have those people in
our lives right now.

I am male, middle class, white, and an Evangelical
Christian. I have no definitive claim to overthinking and
getting into existential quandaries (though, to be fair,
there is a long line of dead white philosophers who made
a career of it). However, I would like to think that the
decades of trauma I’ve accumulated give me a bit of
credibility when I talk about how much self-loathing I
developed due to a toxic faith.

We do not have to agree with one another to treat each
other kindly. It is a gift of peace we give to one another.
And just like Dorothy from the Wizard of Oz, we have
had this power for change all the time.

Having a poor self-image made it impossible for me to
see that God loved me.
When hatred is allowed to grow and fester in the heart,
it becomes a prison. The people who become locked in
this can’t see reality objectively.
Most people just sit and stagnate in their hate. But there
are a rare few who use their hatred to commit violence
and that violence gets picked up and fetishized by the
24/7 news cycle.
The paradox for me was that I believed that God could
love everyone except someone as broken as myself.
To quote U2's song, "The Moment of Surrender":
“It’s not if I believe in Love
If Love believes in me
Oh, believe in me.”
Accepting my human failings has always been a struggle,
but I am actively working to no longer believe in the lie
of an angry Jesus who hates and sends all to hell except a
select few.

THE GODS AREN'T
ANGRY
Soren Porter
For the longest time, I assumed God hated me because I
hated me.
That hate led to a deep-seated fear and insecurity.
That hate caused me to assume the worst because, in the
end, I was treating my self-hatred as a god.

Spending time with Jesus means experiencing grace. The
more I experience grace, the more capable I am of
finding love. When a heart begins to overflow with love,
there is no room for fear or hate.
I realize for some people it may sound like I’ve gone off
the theological deep end, diving deep into liberalism. My
faith has not gone anywhere. I believe in the Jesus who is
found in the Scriptures – this wonderful vagabond who
loves sinners, dines with the people society rejects, and
meets people in their pain. The Divine Madman who was
God and man, rabbi and carpenter, full of wit, mischief,
strength, and overflowing with love.

Continued on next page

Back to Top
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From studying scripture, I have to believe Jesus,
somehow fully God and fully man, wanted nothing to do
with the established religious institution that was
looking for a warrior king as the Messiah. The religious
leaders wanted a strongman who would break their
enemies and hurt the “right” people.
Instead, Jesus came in humility to offer a chance to break
the bonds that hold our souls captive. To break us free
from the cycles of hatred and fear.
We do all we can to distract ourselves from spiritual
reality, and the last thing Jesus is going to do is help prop
up our cognitive distortions. Jesus is not a respecter of
our political parties, our church denominations, or the
private clubs we form to make ourselves feel special.
With how broken the world is, it is so easy to let fear
control us and drive us. That is why the 1st-century
religious leaders wanted a warrior king. They saw Rome
as their problem rather than their spiritual health. They
thought by having the right people hurt, their misery
would end.
We are the same way today.
We pretend we have our acts together and hope no one
notices just how full of pain we are.
We say we believe in the way of Jesus's love, but our
actions show radically differently.
There is a temptation to stop living in reality and to tap
into magical thinking. If we have the right politicians
and judges, we can legislate morality and force people
into being our idea of good people.
That’s the lie we’ve been telling ourselves since the
Garden of Eden: that somehow we know better and can
build a better universe than the Creator.
While 2020 has been bad, all it did was reveal how
broken our world and our systems are.
When calamity happens the church has only two options:
fear or faith.
Fear leads to a cycle of hatred but faith opens the door to
moving forward together.

﹘

Back to Top

While I am in no place to offer judgment, I can speak on
the benefits of letting the fear and anger go and striving
to live in faith and love.
“You’re familiar with the old written law, ‘Love your
friend,’ and its unwritten companion, ‘Hate your enemy.’
I’m challenging that. I’m telling you to love your enemies.
Let them bring out the best in you, not the worst. When
someone gives you a hard time, respond with the
energies of prayer, for then you are working out of your
true selves, your God-created selves. This is what God
does. He gives his best—the sun to warm and the rain to
nourish—to everyone, regardless: the good and bad, the
nice and nasty. If all you do is love the lovable, do you
expect a bonus? Anybody can do that. If you simply say
hello to those who greet you, do you expect a medal?
Any run-of-the-mill sinner does that.
“In a word, what I’m saying is, grow up. You’re kingdom
subjects. Now live like it. Live out your God-created
identity. Live generously and graciously toward others,
the way God lives toward you.”
Matthew 5:43-48 (The Message)

﹘
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Elpis (Hope
Personified)
EMILY MACKENZIE
A barrel of coins sat in the corner, edges glinting in the
soft light. In one hand she held a stained cloth. Beside
her, an aged stone table supported a heavy bucket of
copper polish and an ancient vase. The vase was tall and
wide, covered in black and white figures and hard-edged
swirls — and only carrying half of the flowers it could
hold.
The young woman carefully selected one coin at a time,
rubbed it until it shone, then placed it back in the barrel.
The repetitive motion was part of her endless promise to
a dear friend; a promise of dire consequences to protect
humanity from itself. Pandora had asked her millenia
ago to guarantee that no matter what people wanted,
that she would stand by their side. Just as she had loyally
stayed by Pandora’s.
Even if it meant leaving them with no true choice.
The walls shivered, and she paused in her work. Elpis had
been alive long enough that she could read the
temperament of the shadows and the stones around her
as easily as the pages of any book.
Old and wisened words may as well have curled and
swirled in the cracks and mortar to warn her: another
hopeless soul had been delivered to her doorstep.
Elpis took a deep breath.
Standing, she tucked her work aside. The shelf vanished
as she finished with it, and she deftly grasped the
bouquet from the vase, leaving the vessel gaping and
empty.

“Hello?” A shaky voice echoed around the corner, and
the sound tripped across the cobblestone walkways and
limestone walls. The voice was young, and it nearly
broke her heart. It was too young. What had the world
come to?
“Is anyone there?” The voice spilled over with agitation,
and the shadows shivered and shuddered, keying in on
the human’s emotions, growing ever bigger. “Can— can
you help me?”
Help her? That almost deserved a smile. Of course she
would help, she couldn’t stop herself. It was her sole
reason for being. It wasn’t what she’d expected, on that
day when she’d decided to stand by Pandora instead of
running off with the others, but she understood now. To
help people was her truth, her purpose, and her life. She
wouldn’t have it any other way. “I’m at the end of my
rope, and I can’t— I don’t want to—” The girl was on the
verge of tears. The stones trembled with her, but the girl
didn’t even notice. Humans rarely did. “I— I think I need
you—” Her voice broke.
Elpis stepped out from her shadows and spread her feet
shoulder-width apart. Her arms stayed behind her back,
flower stems grasped precisely in her fingers. It wouldn’t
do to break them. She stood tall as the very image of
strength and solidity she knew her visitor needed to see.
It was the least she could do for the poor thing so
desperately seeking reassurance.
The girl’s eyes widened and she skidded to a halt and
stumbled slightly as she sank to her knees. A tear fell and
vanished as the rock swallowed the reminder of pain.
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Elpis sighed. She had never liked the genuflecting; she
neither needed, nor deserved it. She was simply doing
her part. Voice rough and low and kind, she spoke softly:
“Stand, girl.”
Obeying, the girl’s legs shook with the magnitude of
what was happening. “I— I was told that—” she started,
trying to explain, and after a minute she gave up, instead
whispering simply: “I didn’t know where else to go.”
That was often the way things went, when the universe
folded space to ensure they would meet. Elpis only ever
met those truly void of hope.
“Allow me to introduce myself; I am the guardian that
you seek,” she inclined her head.
“You?” The girl was only confused for a split second.
Meeting the personification of an emotion tended to do
that to people. “You are… Can you— I need— some of
it,” the girl took a breath. “There are some days when I
don’t even know why I’m still here—” She trembled with
guilt as the words fell out un-prompted.
That also happened quite often around her. Elpis held a
gentle finger to the girl’s lips, then smiled and plucked a
petal from one of the flowers she held. Placing it flat on
her hand, she closed her fist and turned it over and back
in a half-curled motion. When she opened it again, there
lay a bronze coin against her skin.
The girl reached forward, curious.
Elpis closed her hand quickly, pulling it away. The girl
looked slightly hurt.
“But I thought you were going to help?” Tears gathered
at the corners of her eyes, and the cobblestones
thrummed in sympathy.
I am helping,” the embodiment of Hope replied gently.
“So long as this remains in my possession, you will have
direct access to me. Taking it would grant you other
gifts, the curses of prophecy included, it is true.
Many are consumed by this. But in doing so you would
never know Hope again.”

The girl bit her lip, and nodded. “Does that mean— is
everything going to get…better?”
Elpis felt her lips twist in a wry grimace. “You are young
and foolish, but that is not unusual. These things take
work; nothing can be solved in a single day. But by
asking that question, I can see already that you are
beginning to Hope. Know that the Hope exists, even if
you can’t see it. Trust me to hold onto it for you. Trust
that it is there.”
The girl’s eyes widened in understanding.
In one motion, before the girl could begin to really think
about the power she might have with that coin in her
own hand, before the human could re-make Pandora’s
mistake, Hope stepped away into the shadows. Without
looking she tossed the girl’s coin into a barrel in the
corner, and it clattered against the thousands of others.
As long as the girl never held that coin, she would be
fine. They would all be fine.
As long as the coin stayed exactly as it was, the girl
would be able to hope.
Sometimes humans just needed reminding that it
existed. That she existed.
Elpis sat down with a sigh, and smiled at the barrel.
Pandora’s gift, the jar that had gotten them all in this
mess to begin with, now transformed to hold safe the
tangible hope of those most in need.
She looked at the flower in her hand, the one missing a
petal, and placed it back into her half bouquet. On the
ground, hundreds of flower stems were strewn about.
They were untouched by time, just as she was.
Her bouquet had been half its original size for a while
now, but it was impossible to believe the flora would
ever completely disappear. There weren’t many stems,
true, but there would always be enough for those who
needed them.
Such was the nature of Hope.

“I—” the girl thought for a moment, before stepping
backwards. “Oh.”
Nodding, Elpis continued. “I am bound to offer you the
choice, but I will advise heavily that you choose to trust
me with this coin. Your coin.”

Back to Top
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WALK ON THROUGH THE DARK
Cynthia Ann Lublink
We each have encountered moments that have stopped us dead in our tracks, those ‘this isn’t happening’ moments. Mine hit 19
months ago when the man I love had a severe medical event that changed his personality and changed our relationship forever.
I believed love would get us through. What happened brought the deeper, harder truth that sometimes love isn’t enough.
What to do with that has required an excavation of my soul.
What I expected to happen did not. Yet even through the horror, I have felt His holiness. I hated admitting that, as it was so
unfathomable to have everything ripped away. Yet I could hear Him speaking, whispering, reminding me...He’s the Living One
who sees me...and there was a plan. No, I don’t believe He caused any of what happened, yet I believe God was prepared for
the event. I’d have to trust the process, even when I didn’t and couldn’t understand, nor see the end of things, as He does.
As a cancer survivor, I have spent much of my life pressing into life, doing what needs to be done...not by ignoring or merely
enduring, but by finding the center of the storm, to glean and allow God to unfold in front of me the information I needed.
This season has required both standing and sitting, looking and listening, movement and stillness. Active engagement is hard
when sometimes all I want to do is run and hide. Healing requires time, patience, and for me, God. It required a weaving of
things I’m still in the process of discovering. Healing is multilayered, requiring aloneness, and getting outside of myself.
It helps when you have people in your life who allow you the space to not do any relational work, because you’re truly so
broken with grief you can’t breathe. It helps when you have people who don’t try to fix you, but just sit in the ashes with you.
It helps when you ask for help and people answer the call. We don’t ‘do life’ in a bubble; we do it in communion with others,
with our people. We have circles of people in our lives, each having their purpose and space. I’m deeply grateful that as I
celebrate this year’s significant birthday, although I would never wish a second of any of my hard places in anyone else’s life, I
have treasures gained only this path could have gleaned in my life...and I wouldn’t trade those treasures for anything.
No matter the season you are in, please trust it is merely a moment. The season may be short or long lived, yet when compared
to eternity, it’s but a moment. Please breathe that one moment longer, trust the sun to rise one more day, the sun to set
another evening, and you will find yourself through the season you are walking. Our life is full of heartbreakingly beautiful
seasons strung together, a crazy tapestry of all that life can serve up. Keep pressing in to ‘do life,’ fight the good fight,
thunderpunch the darkness and throw your light into it, be a Samaritan, find your inner hero, believe in God, fairy tales, and
hope, don’t give in, don’t give up, sound the battle cry, and move forward. Walk on through the dark, because that’s where the
next morning is.
“Weeping may endure for a night, but JOY comes in the morning.” Psalm 30:5b.
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“TO WISH
WAS TO
HOPE, AND
TO HOPE
WAS TO
EXPECT.”

JANE AUSTEN WRITES IN
PRIDE AND PREJUDICE

UNJOO MOON
- FEATURED ARTIST -

AUSTRALIAN
DIRECTOR OF
HELEN REDDY
BIOPIC:
I AM WOMAN
OUR EDITOR-INCHIEF CHATS
WITH UNJOO
MOON ABOUT
HELEN REDDY &
FILMMAKING IN
A MAN'S WORLD

- FEATURED ARTIST -
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I AM WOMAN

HELEN REDDY BIOPIC

T

he film released in America on September

11, 2020, depicting the journey from a bad
marriage in Australia to superstardom for Helen

D

Reddy, a single mother, brilliant singer, and

espite being a feminist for
most of my life, I had never heard
of Helen Reddy until the
opportunity to preview the biopic I
Am Woman this past September
arose. As a journalist who believes
in promoting the well-being of all
people and, as a movie buff and
music lover, I jumped at the
opportunity, especially when I
realized that Helen is Australian.
Australia is not my native home,
but she is my soul home. Since the
age of four, Australia has called to
me. Having lived there off and on,
doing creative work on stage and
film, it felt a bit like coming home
when I heard Moon’s Aussie accent
and chatted about a film made by
an Australian about an Australian
superstar.
I previewed the film with my
husband the day I was to interview
the director, Unjoo Moon. I admit,
when I dialed into the call, I fangirled a bit, amazed and awed that I
could speak with the woman who
so beautifully crafted this visually
and musically stunning work
honoring a woman I now consider
to be one of my creative heroines.

radiant personality. You can watch the film on
Netflix now.

MY AUSSIE HEROINES
U

njoo graciously accepted my praise and thanks for creating this stunning

work and even gave me a few extra minutes past our allotted time.

If I have to, I can do
anything. I am strong, I am
invincible, I am Woman.
SATCHEL PAIGE

– Helen Reddy

- FEATURED ARTIST -
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RP: Helen Reddy is amazing and her story is beautiful and wonderful. But
what specifically connected you to her story?

UM: I think it's really about the way that she was an artist in the ‘70s. The way
that I saw [it] impacted my mother and her friends. I wasn't old enough to have
gone to a Helen Reddy concert or even bought an album, but I remember so
clearly the way that when her song used to come on the radio, just how it
would impact my mother, her friends who in the ‘70s were mostly housewives
and they were homemakers it was such a big time of change in the ‘70s. And I
witnessed this as a very young child. But suddenly, those women in my life
were learning about feminism. They were women going out to work for the
first time.
I equated her music with that time of change. I met [Helen] at an award show
in Los Angeles. Once I started talking to her, I think I didn’t understand until
then the depth and scope of her career. She had a global impact with her music
[as well as personal for me] in terms of who she was. She wasn’t the typical
entertainer of that moment. She sort of gets rejected, because she was not the
typical female singer that they want.
And I saw [the] impact that it had, obviously, as I got to know her better, I
realized that the personal journey that she goes on was really fascinating to me
– the impact that she had. She was a groundbreaker in so many ways. Not just
in terms of her fans, but she was a groundbreaker for women in music women
in entertainment. She was also a great migrant story. She was literally an illegal
immigrant and went on to become one of the highest paid female entertainers
in the world.

“WHO’S GOING TO WANT TO LISTEN TO THIS SONG?” AND, OF COURSE, YOU KNOW,
IT GOES ON TO BECOME ONE OF THE GREATEST ANTHEMS FOR WOMEN EVER."
RP: That is truly amazing. And I think it's such an impactful story for the time we're in right now, especially.

UM: Oh, absolutely. Right now, especially because the whole world is affected by the magnitude of the pandemic, we really

wanted to try to get the movie out now and not wait. I think that there are some really big choices that are going to have to
be made right now. I hope that you watch this and you feel inspired and it will empower people, especially women, to make
really good choices for themselves.
And it's funny, because I just met her seven years ago. I felt it was a movie of its time then. Now it’s become more poignant.
It was a tough decision [to push forward for the release now]. It was a movie crafted for the big screen. I've seen it now in
five countries, with [a] screening in Toronto with almost two and a half thousand people – big crowds of people who sing
along to the story and cry together. And that shared cinema experience is so fantastic. I am in Australia right now. And we
were able to have four screenings here. [It was] wonderful. To be in the cinema with the people. But it’s not the way the
world can be right now. Every country is different [in the pandemic], every city is different. But if you can't watch this
movie in a cinema, and you get to watch it at home, I just hope that really means that if you remember the songs that you
just hold your hairbrush in front of your face in just sing really loudly.

- FEATURED ARTIST -
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RP: What was the most personally challenging part of making this film for you?

UM: I think there are a couple of things. First of all, I think it was fascinating to try to tell the story of a very strong, bold

woman. You know that scene in Capitol Records, after Helen records I Am Woman, and the guys are all sitting around
and they are saying, well, this is kind of an angry song. And they basically say to Helen, “Who’s going to want to listen to
this song?” And, of course, you know, it goes on to become one of the greatest anthems for women ever.
And it was fascinating, because when we first started pitching the story, [we would] often be the only two women at the
table, and we would often have especially young male execs, sitting there looking at us a bit baffled and saying, “Helen
Reddy? Who would ever want to watch a movie about [her]?” So, we had a very similar experience, in some ways.
Now I've seen the audience response and reaction. We just opened here in Australia, [and we’re] currently trending No. 1 in
Australia. Hundreds and hundreds of people I don't even know reached out to me to tell me how much they love the
movie, and how it's been such a great movie for the time, and how mothers and daughters have watched it together. And
their boyfriends and their husbands have walked in and thought, “Oh, it's just a chick flick.” [They sat] there and watched
it with them and cried at the end. It’s really nice to see that part of it.
I guess that was a personally challenging part. And the fact that we shot this movie primarily in Australia. We shot
everything except for two and a half days in Australia. We recreated Los Angeles, New York, Washington in the ‘60s, ‘70s,
and ‘80s, on the streets and suburbs of Sydney, Australia. That was challenging, particularly to do it within the constraints
of the schedule and the budget that we had.
Of course, I do have to say that as a mother and as a woman, that my son was thirteen years old. He turned fourteen during
the shoot. And that was really challenging because he didn't want to come. He always comes on location. He didn't want to
come to Australia, he wanted to stay at school. And as a working mother, challenges are always present in our lives.
That reflected in the movie as well. I mean, Helen is a woman who came to New York in the 1960s with not only dreams
and a suitcase and $235, but she came with a three-year-old child. At the height of her success, when I Am Woman breaks,
she's a working mom of two young kids, one of whom was a baby, under the age of a year.

- FEATURED ARTIST -
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RP: Do you have a favorite funny moment from the production
that you would like to share?

UM: When one of the cars broke down, we had this

moment. The make-up of the film crew was very
egalitarian. We had a lot of female heads of
department. We had women who primarily sort of
helped push the film into production. We had a female
producer, we had a female screenwriter, a female
editor. And we even have a group of amazing female
investors called the Goodship Women’s Fund. So, I give
you that background because we had a vintage car – we
used so many vintage cars, and they were always
breaking down.
We had one scene [when] we were running out of time,
and we were running out of light, and we had to get the
shots. Nobody wanted to go over schedule that day.
And we needed the car to fly out of the driveway. It
was fluttering and indeed, it finally broke down. Yeah,
and I have to say that it did really make me laugh
because all of a sudden, somebody pops the [hood] of
the car, and I think every guy on set was standing
around the car looking in the bonnet.
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"If you tell people your
ambitions, they usually laugh at
you. When I was 12 that I was
going to Hollywood, they all
laughed. And here I am!"
– Helen Reddy
RP: What would you say was the
hardest artistic choice you had to
make during the whole process?

UM:

Probably the casting of Helen
Reddy, because this all was going to
be really hinged on who played
Helen. That was always going to be
the big focus. I had already cast
Lillian Roxon [and] Daniel
McDonald, and I knew that she was
going to be extraordinary. And I
knew immediately that he was going
to be Jeff Wald. And I feel like
everyone's beyond extraordinary and
so much to the production and such
a pleasure to work with as the
director, but I knew that the real
focus of this movie is Helen. People
are going to remember her. If they
don't know [the Tilda CobhamHervey], as soon as they see the
movie, they're going to Google her
and compare her to Helen.
So I knew that that was going to be
very key: the casting of Helen. [We
spent] over a year [with] different
casting directors and looking for the
right Helen in five different
countries. So, finding the right
person to embody that role was very,
very key – that was probably the
toughest decision in some ways.

And then being able to support that
actor with all the work that they were
going to have to do. With all the
information, all the practical things,
like, you know, speech classes and
voice lessons and movement and
breathing lessons and choreography
and, of course, then the
cinematographer who is pretty
incredible. He would come in and
help create that world. And hair and
makeup. And Tilda had a chin-piece
and she had a bodysuit. I mean, it was
a whole creation.
And I always say that the greatest
compliment that she could get, really,
is the real Jeff Wald said to me – at
times, he thought he was watching
Helen on screen.
RP: If there was one thing you could
share with the world about this film,
or the process of making it, or Helen
herself, what would it be?

UM: I really hope that people will go
away and feel inspired by the story.
And I hope [this is a story] young
women will embrace and be able to
learn from as well. One of the things
this story is really about is mothers
and daughters and legacy and how
Back to Top

generations of women continue.
I hope that that's what happens when
young women watch the film. That
they feel that it's something to feel
inspired by. And look at the legacy of
the women that have come before and
be able to go out and feel inspired, not
only to learn more about what's
happened before them, but to go out
and make change and do the work that
needs to be done to keep things moving
forward for women.

- FEATURED SPONSORS -
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POETRY

By My Side
Angie Arnold
I wrote this to honor a friend, whose
husband sadly passed away from cancer.

From the altar, that one day, you’ve stood right by my side,
You have always walked beside me, wiping tears I cried.
The nights you held my hand while I felt such pain,
and the moments we shared joy always felt the same.
You have been a gift from God, showing me His love,
like a name carved on a tree, given from above.
We’ve had days that were so long, we had times of need,
but God gave us peace inside, calming raging seas.
We found strength to face the day, when our food was gone,
when our funds had slipped away, we still carried on.
The memories that we often made, will be in our hearts.
When I'm close or far away, I'll treasure every part.

Image by Angie Arnold
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CONSTELLATION

RITA MOCK-PIKE
With the white of a galaxy
Shining over my head
And constellations
I’ve never before seen.
A lighthouse making clear
The bay for ships,
The roar and crash of waves
And no other soul around.
I knelt beside you
And wept.
I wanted to hear your voice,
To feel your arms around me,
To see your face just once.
But all I heard was waves,
All I felt was wind,
And all I saw was a cross
Painted in stars above:
A constellation of love.
I wept.

Image of the beach in Byron Bay,
Australia, where the poem was
written on the sixth month
anniversary of the passion of the
author's Father.
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LISA KLEYPAS WRITES IN LOVE IN THE AFTERNOON

“YOU ARE YOUR OWN WORST ENEMY.
IF YOU CAN LEARN TO STOP
EXPECTING IMPOSSIBLE PERFECTION,
IN YOURSELF AND OTHERS, YOU MAY
FIND THE HAPPINESS THAT HAS
ALWAYS ELUDED YOU.”

Artist Statement
When you hear the word expectation, what do you think? For
me, my brain went directly to myself. I – like many others –
have high expectations regarding many things in life, and
frustration often comes when these expectations are not met.
The two opposing expressions and hair values represent my
own battle with positivity and negativity. I orient the reversible
image so that the viewer first sees the bright, smiling face, then
its dark, grimacing counterpart. My goal is that the viewer
understands that positivity and love should be the focus of life,
while coping with and acknowledging that the negativity exists.

Even though I used myself as the main reference, the character
is loosely based on my own features to preserve a somewhat
generic quality. The biggest inspirations for this piece were
mirrors and face cards.
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Wind in my hair
Salt on my brow
Sometimes, it’s like I’m flying through space and time
There are days when you beckon well before the sun rises
Other days, I think about you before bed
Will you greet me in the morning with your familiar smile
Will you meet me at the door with your willing heart
Sometimes, when all the stars have aligned,
it’s like I’m flying through space and time
On this special morning, the sun rises
Brilliant and glorious are the gold and orange rays
In the distance, birds wake
Sweet songs and gleeful sounds beckon
I answer their call

The Run

Dana Reeves

I step out into the early morning
The fog moves, swirls in a waltz
I am there, prepared to push through the mist, through the golden rays of light,
propelled by birdsong
Some days, it’s like I’m flying through space and time
I hit the pavement with a burst of energy
I can do all things
I speed with road beneath my feet
I am flying today, through space and time
My lungs expand, preparing for flight
My heart beats faster, a steady drum in my chest
I feel the heavy weight in my legs, the sensation of pulling me back towards earth
My body is begging with me to slow down, but I silence its voice
I don’t stop moving
Today is the day
Wind in my untamed hair
Salt dripping past my brow
Today, I not only fly, I soar.

Back to Top
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FICTION

A THOUSAND
WORDS A
DAY
RITA MOCK-PIKE
Loosely based on a friendship of the author
February had passed, but the bitterness of the
winter still surrounded Chicago with a white
blanket of bone-breaking cold. Sam sat crosslegged on her usual corner, a cup from the Coffee
Shoppe planted in front of her, a couple of dimes
rattling around in it. She glanced up as a college
student walked by. “Got any change?”
The girl paused, looked down at Sam, and shook
her head. “Sorry.”
Sam didn’t hear her.“Are you hungry?” the girl
asked.
“Sure. Who ain’t?” Sam didn’t bother to look at the
stranger. She heard the question a few dozen times
a week. Nothing new.
“If you come with me, I’ll get you something to
eat,” the girl offered.
“Nah.” Why do they always do that? Asking me if I’ll
come with them. I’m not good enough for their money, I
guess.
“Then you’re not hungry?” The girl was persistent.
“I said I am.”
“Then won’t you let me buy you something to eat? I
don’t have cash, but I have my debit card, and I’m
glad to get you a meal.”
Sam finally looked up into the girl’s face, intense
blue eyes looking back at her. Like Mother’s eyes. “I
hate burgers.”

“I can take you somewhere else. How about a
sandwich shop?”
“You really think a sandwich is going to hold me?”
Sam snorted condescendingly at her.
“What do you like then?”
“How about lobster?” Sam suggested.
“I see. Well. I hope you have a nice night.” The girl
walked off.
Sam turned back to her book.
There were always three or four of them a night.
Those pretty, clean people who wanted to make her
life better, but only on their terms. That girl had a
nice, warm apartment to go back to. There was
money in her bank account. There were people who
knew this college girl’s full name. Sam hadn’t been
called by her real name in something like twenty
years. She didn’t care, though. Names were for
people who mattered.
Someone dropped several coins into her cup. She
glanced up to nod her thanks, but the person had
already passed. That suited Sam fine. She hated it
when people wanted to talk. Thankfully, they rarely
did.
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Every so often though, there was some student from
a Bible college or pastor from a local church that
wanted to talk to her about Jesus, as if she hadn’t
heard it a thousand times before. They couldn’t
take a hint. Sometimes a drunk or pothead had a
few slurred words to drop too, but those were also
rare and slightly less annoying.
By eleven o’clock, the streets had gone quiet. All
the tourists were back in their hotels or hanging on
the barstools of loud establishments where booze,
dancing, and finding somebody to go home with
were the priorities for the night. Sam decided it
was time to pack it in. She gathered up her towels
and blankets, stuffed them into her little
environmentally friendly bag some schmuck had
given her, and stretched out her legs for a moment.
She slipped in through a door down the alley a few
blocks away and tiptoed into her hideaway.
Seven people shared the dank basement at the
storage center. The owner knew they were there
but pretended not to. If they vacated before he
opened for business in the morning, he ignored
them altogether. Sam wished she could as easily
ignore those that shared the secret lodging with
her.
If she was lucky, Sam could pull off a day without
speaking more than a thousand words. All those
‘thank yous’ added up. She wished she didn’t have
to say that much. But she had learned that if she
didn’t say her thanks, they wouldn’t give as much
or as often. She had some regular quarter droppers.
One bought her coffee every few days. She had to
say thanks. She was grateful that the old man never
wanted to talk to her in exchange for the coffee. He
just came by, handed her the cup and walked off.
He might say “Have a nice day,” but never more
than that. Her kind of guy.
Sam pulled up her blankets around her chin, tucked
her arms in as best she could and closed her eyes.
The cement floor felt like ice. She had more layers
beneath than on top of her. Five pillows and three
or four blankets spread under her body still
couldn’t keep away the chill. She had grown used to
the hardness of the ground years earlier, when she
first lost her job and husband, but that didn’t mean
her back wasn’t stiff every morning. The cold
didn’t exactly improve her arthritis, either.
“Mama, is it ever going to get warm?” the little girl
named Tess asked her mother as they huddled in
for the night a few feet away from Sam’s corner.

“Maybe next week,” Juliet, the mother, said. She had
three kids. They’d lost their apartment when Juliet
got laid off from work six months earlier.
The next morning was a little warmer. Sam went
into the Coffee Shoppe, where all the clerks knew
her. The one with the nametag marked Clarice asked,
“The usual?”
“Yep,” Sam nodded. That was one. Nine-hundred and
ninety-nine to go.
Sam took a seat by the Chicago River, down at the
end of the Riverwalk near the Lake. Less crowded.
Joggers sometimes came through her spot, but they
weren’t in the mood to talk either. Sanctuary.
Sam wished for a home-cooked round of pancakes
and some fresh-squeezed orange juice. What she ate
instead was a granola bar and something someone
claimed was a blueberry muffin. If those are
blueberries, I’m a movie star.
The morning dragged on in its usual manner. Car
horns honked like the world would end were silence
to fall for even a moment. The ‘L’ roared above and
beyond. Foul screams from angry cabbies reigned
over the whole mess.
Breakfast over, Sam headed topside to get her spot
among the crowds for the day. She plopped her
coffee cup on the pavement in front of her and
layered her blankets and towels beneath her.
“Hey Sam,” Percy grinned down at her. He was the
one person in the world that could bring a smile to
her lips.
“Hey, Percy.” Sam looked up expectantly at him.
Percy wasn’t homeless, but he was unemployed and
that meant that he spent most of his days walking
the streets of Chicago, putting in applications here
and there, hoping that someone would hire him. He
nearly always stopped by for a brief chat.
“Got something for you,” Percy said.
“Yeah?” Sam asked.
“Here.” Percy plopped to the sidewalk beside her and
handed over a book.

Continued on next page
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“You found it?” Sam’s face sparked with inklings of
joy. She had been reading a book series for a while
now and hadn’t been able to find the next book for
over a month.
“Sure did. Just for you,” Percy smiled.
“Thanks,” Sam grinned brightly. Percy knew how to
make her happy.
“I got the one after it too. I already read it,” Percy
explained. “Let me know when you’re near done and
I’ll bring it.
”“Thanks,” Sam mumbled, rolling the front cover of
the book around to start her read. The cup was
secure. It really didn’t require much effort to
panhandle.
Percy pulled out his own book and began reading.
Had it been anybody else, Sam would have growled
at him to get away, but Percy was okay. He could
share her corner.
The morning passed quietly. Percy read for about
an hour. “I gotta make some applications. I’ll bring
you something for lunch after.”
“Okay,” Sam smiled up at him.
Only eleven words had passed from her lips. It was
already nine-thirty. It was a good start to the day.
“Good morning.”
Someone dropped a quarter into her cup. Sam
glanced up, hoping a nod would show enough
gratitude. Apparently it did; the woman was
already gone.
Five chapters later and five dollars more and noon
had arrived without another word. Percy was right
on time. “Got you a burger.”
“Thanks.” Sam took the greasy bag from Percy and
opened the wrapper. Some spaghetti from the little
bistro on the corner would have been better, but
Percy wasn’t rolling in dough any more than she
was. A ninety-nine-cent hamburger would do.
Percy and Sam ate their burgers and drank their
sodas in silence. This was part of why Sam liked
Percy – he never demanded anything from her, not
even conversation.

By nightfall, Sam had about twenty bucks in her
pocket. She always left a little change in the cup,
but every so often she’d empty the rest into the
little wallet that she sat on. There were fewer
thefts and more sympathy with an emptier cup.
“Hi there,” a friendly voice said. Nothing dropped
into the cup, but two feminine legs were standing
directly in front of her. Sam looked up. It was the
same blue-eyed girl from the night before.
“Hi,” Sam grudgingly greeted the college girl.
“I brought you something.” The girl handed down a
carton.
“What is it?” Sam asked.
“Spaghetti. My roommate and I made it for dinner
and I thought that maybe you’d like some of it.”
Sam stared up at the girl in amazement. She had
been craving spaghetti all day. She never spent
money on food like that. And this was homemade
spaghetti. She couldn’t buy that anywhere. Sam
opened the lid. The sauce was still steaming.
“My mother is Italian,” the girl said, “so she taught
me how to make the sauce from scratch. She would
kill me if she ever heard I used the stuff from a jar.
I hope you like spaghetti.”
“It’s okay,” Sam shrugged, eyeing the food greedily.
She had never had made-from-scratch marinara
sauce before.
“I brought you a fork, too. I wasn’t sure if you
would have one.”
“Thanks,” Sam muttered, wishing that the girl
would go away and let her eat in peace.
The girl just stood there for several moments.
“My name is Elizabeth, by the way,” the girl smiled
softly.
Sam stared up at her, annoyed. She now understood
why the girl would be so thoughtful as to bring out
homemade spaghetti to her. She probably wanted
to talk about Jesus. She probably wanted to save
the world, one soul at a time. Sam was not about to
be one of those souls. There is no God. Buzz off.
Continued on next page
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“Thanks,” Sam said again, hoping the girl would take
the hint already.
“You won’t tell me your name?” Elizabeth asked.
“Why should I?” Sam retorted.
“It’s polite?” Elizabeth said awkwardly.
“I ain’t polite,” Sam muttered.
“Okay,” Elizabeth paused thoughtfully. “I’ll just have
to come up with a name for you then. When I think
about you, I want to put a name to your face.”
Sam looked incredulously up at Elizabeth. She’s got to
be crazy.
“You look like a Lisa maybe,” Elizabeth said. “No. No.
That’s not it. Maybe Janet? No. Tina?”
“Keep guessing,” Sam slung at her sarcastically, finally
deciding to eat anyway. She preferred to eat in
solitude and silence, but clearly neither was going to
happen if the spaghetti was going to be eaten hot.“
I’ll get it eventually,” Elizabeth grinned. “Have a good
night.”
Sam glanced after Elizabeth as she disappeared. She
was certain that this girl was one of those Bible
college students, so it was weird she wasn’t talking to
her about God and hell and heaven and things.
etween the hours of five and eight p.m., Elizabeth
showed up regularly the whole week, and the next.
She always brought some kind of food and made a few
guesses at Sam’s name. Sam felt rather like
Rumplestiltskin, only there was no baby or kingdom
at stake for either of them. Elizabeth’s guesses were
always common names everyone had heard, or wild,
unusual things that no sane person would name their
child. She hoped.
The weeks spread into months. Spring pushed out
flowers along the sidewalks of the Loop. Hot meals
came most nights, except Fridays, and Sam looked
forward to the hot meals.

But then the girl stopped showing. Sam grumbled
over the lost meals but shrugged it off. It was
summer. The college girl had other places to be, like
home. Why would she pass out free food on her
vacation?
A week passed without Elizabeth showing. And it was
Thursday night, the first week of June. The girl
hadn’t shown by 10:15. Sam didn’t want to wait for
her, even if she would bring her some delicious food.
Sam had to admit the girl could cook. And it was
always made-from-scratch family recipes. But she was
tired, the tourists were getting obnoxious, and her
butt was stiff. She packed up a little after eleven.
Saturday came and went. No Elizabeth. Then Sunday.
Elizabeth would probably never return, and Sam felt
rejected and lonely all over again. There had been
other people that had tried to make a connection
with her over the years, but none of them had
penetrated her hardened heart. None but Percy, and
now Elizabeth, had ever brought a smile to her face or
warmth to her soul.
Elizabeth had sometimes sat down with her and eaten
the meal alongside her. Sam hadn’t minded the girl’s
chatter and had gotten to know a lot about
Elizabeth’s big loud Italian family. She almost felt
human sitting beside Elizabeth, chatting about spices,
music and dance.
But now Elizabeth was gone, too. Sam went back to
counting her words. The days dragged on.
Michigan Avenue was aglow with the latest colored
light display and funky art projects scattered in all
the flower beds along the curb. Two weeks passed
without a meal from Elizabeth’s kitchen. Sam thought
about changing spots, now that the weather was
warmer at long last, but she secretly feared that she
would miss Elizabeth when she did come looking for
her again.
“Are you Elizabeth’s friend?” There was a girl about
Elizabeth’s age looking down at her.
“I guess so,” Sam replied, trying to sound annoyed.

Continued on next page
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“She sent me with a message. I’m her roommate, by
the way, Renee.” The blonde handed down a little
purple envelope.
Sam tore the seal open and pulled out a turquoise
sheet of stationary.

Tom, had. Sam No-Name was who she was now. There
was no going back. Her husband had died, her job
had disappeared, and she had run away. She hadn’t
known anything like hope for more years than she
could count.
“You okay?” Renee asked as she saw the tears pool in
the older woman’s eyes.
“Yeah,” Bonnie gulped.
“Want me to pass along a message to Elizabeth?”
Renee squatted down to look Bonnie in the eyes.

I finally figured out your name. It sort
of came to me in a dream or something.
Well, a state of delusion while I was on
painkillers, but nonetheless, I’m certain
that I have it this time. But before we
get into that further, I wanted you to
know that I haven’t forgotten about you.
I wanted to come see you, but I was in a
minor accident and broke my leg and
collarbone and received a concussion. I
haven’t been able to walk around much at
all, and I definitely couldn’t make it out
to Michigan Ave. But it finally occurred
to me that I could ask my roommate to
bring your dinner to you, along with this
note. I hope that’s all right with you,
Bonnie. Have a great night. I’ll see you
in a few weeks when I can walk like a
human again.

“Tell her… tell her Bonnie says hi.” It seemed strange
to use that name again. There was no possible way
that Elizabeth could have figured out Sam’s real
name. But somehow, she had. A minor miracle had
happened, and Bonnie didn’t know what to do with
it.
“Anything else?” Renee looked over at her with
kindness in her brown eyes.
“Thanks for the lasagna.” Bonnie smiled. A glint of
happiness sparkled in her eyes. “It’s my favorite.”

Your friend, Elizabeth.

Sam stared at the note for a long time. She hadn’t
heard that name in twenty years. She’d stopped going
by her birth name shortly after her husband had died.
It was too painful to face the reality that she, as a
twenty-year-old girl, had become a widow after only
six months of marriage. She was not the same person
anymore. She hadn’t been for a long time. Bonnie
George had passed away as suddenly as her husband,
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Back On You
Rebecca Vickery

I’m living in a scream right now.
It’s like a bad dream right now.
If you could wake me up somehow,
I would be so thankful.

What we need is more compassion;
More connection;
Less distraction,
When the dissonance grows louder every day.

I’m stuck outside of grief right now,
Caught up in disbelief right now.
So, if you could set me free somehow,
I would be so thankful.

When we’re needing conversation,
Too much yelling in frustration;
Feigning blind or deaf won’t make it go away.

Oooo….
Will you wake me up and tell me it’s not true.
Oooo….
Or should I close my eyes and hide ‘til it’s all through?
I’m living in a daze right now.
I’m choking on the haze right now.
It’s been too many days by now to not feel hopeless.
I’m here upon my knees right now.
I’m down here saying please right now.
Would you heal our disease somehow?
Jesus, help us.
Oooo….
I’ve been trying hard to think that it’s not true.

Oh, Father forgive us.
Oh, Father forgive us.
My eyes are open wide right now.
I no longer want to hide right now.
If You could be our Guide right now,
we would be so thankful.
So what is there to do right now?
Only you can get us through right now.
My eyes are back on you right now, please God, help.
Oooo.…
We’ve been trying hard to think that it’s not true.
Oooo….
But we can’t close our eyes and hide ‘til it’s all through.

Oooo….
But I can’t close my eyes and hide ‘til it’s all true.
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VERA NAZARIAN WRITES IN
THE PERPETUAL CALENDAR OF INSPIRATION

“WOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOW YOUR FUTURE?
IF YOUR ANSWER IS YES, THINK AGAIN.
NOT KNOWING IS THE GREATEST LIFE
MOTIVATOR.
SO ENJOY, ENDURE, SURVIVE EACH MOMENT
AS IT COMES TO YOU IN ITS PROPER
SEQUENCE – A SURPRISE.”
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Goodbye AtU2
Being a fan of U2 is a strange experience.
I don’t think I’ve ever seen a band that
elicits such a strong response from
people in a love-them-or-hate-them kind
of way. What made becoming a fan
surreal was when I realized that I had
been enjoying their music for years, just
having no idea who they were or how
culturally pervasive their music is.
There are several reasons why people
hate U2. Some people genuinely dislike
their sound; how can I fault them for
their taste in music? However, I think
the majority of people who have this
obsessive hate for U2 despise how sincere
Bono is. U2 have chosen to wear their
thoughts, passion, and convictions on
their sleeve.

We live in an age that is cynical about
home and sincerity. Part of that cynicism
is to assume that anyone who speaks
hard truths about the age and can be
successful means there must be a catch.
The cynicism and anger of the current
era are most evident on social media.
Early on in my love for U2, I was lucky to
find a fansite full of kind people who
were excited about their love for music
and U2. What I love most about the U2
fandom is how accepting it is. Many
other music communities focused
around a genre or band tend to be
single-minded in their “purity”.
The fansite AtU2 was refreshing because
you could feel welcome whatever your
level of healthy obsession might be:
bootleg concerts, fanart, lyric analysis,
and a general celebration of life.

SOREN PORTER
If you ask what unites a bunch of people
around a 45-year-old band from Ireland,
it’s this hope in the music. I took it for
granted that this website I visited for 15
years would always be around. Sadly,
that was a false assumption.
Over the summer of 2020 (Seriously.
What is with this year?), some lawyers
decided to sue the owner of the website,
Matt McGee, for undisclosed reasons
(the only thing that was confirmed is
that the band itself had nothing to do
with the lawsuit). Rather than face a
legal fight, the only solution was to close
the website and purge it from the
internet archive by year-end.
On December 1st, the website went
offline.
I became a U2 fan during my second
semester of college by accident. One of
my roommates was a
metalhead/philosophy student/Halo 2
obsessed man by the name of Thomas.
He was a bit of a trust fund kid, and
while he could be a jerk, deep down he
was good people. (Personal side note: he
was the only person who recognized me
as being depressed and suicidal while
dealing with a toxic relationship and
took the time to say something. I never
found out what happened to him after
our semester of being roommates but I
hope he is happy wherever he is.)

Continued on next page
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Thomas and I would have random late-night
conversations on a variety of topics, including
music. U2 and Bono came up at one point and,
while I was aware that there was a band called
U2, I was ignorant of who they were, what they
stood for, and their incredible body of work.
Sometime near the middle of that semester, I
stumbled across a U2 mixed CD and was
surprised at the number of songs I recognized
and that had moved me.
The first album I purchased was the Best of 80s
because I recognized a number of the songs. The
highlight was listening to the album while
working on a theology research paper. The bonus
track “October” came on and I was gobsmacked.
My participation in the fandom escalated over
the next couple of years as I borrowed or bought
albums as soon as I could afford them. While
doing a lyric search for posting on LiveJournal, I
came across AtU2 and dipped my toes into
internet fandom.
The AtU2 website helped me do a deep dive of
the previous decades of U2 and I realized I had
found something special. I even applied for a
staff position for the site in Spring 2007 and
made it to the final round before finding out
someone else got the gig.
My U2 fandom has never been as intense as it was
during the years 2005-2009, but that’s okay. I still
love U2; it's not a crime to enjoy a diverse
selection of music. If my fandom needs more
street cred, every year Spotify informs me that
U2 is my most listened to artist and Five Iron
Frenzy is the runner-up.
I can speculate endlessly as to why my fandom
obsession doesn’t quite reach the peak crazy as
others but I think it has to do with having my
own music and stories I am trying to tell.
However, U2 is a big part of the story – my story.

Like my last year in college when I found a whole
bunch of cassette tapes that used to be my dad’s,
including “The Joshua Tree”. Or how people on
AtU2 kept recommending the book “U2: at the
End of the World” and when I finally bought that
book my senior year of college it opened my eyes
to many things from an artistic, musical, and
religious perspective.
Fandom is great when it’s positive and hellish
when it is toxic, and I am glad to have so many
more positive things to say about AtU2, the band
U2, and all my collective interests.
With all the drama online that runs like wildfire,
it’s easy to forget how short life is. Find what
brings joy to your life.
I hope that you have a fandom that stirs your
heart and brings you more joy than sadness. The
journey and the end are equal parts important
but when the end comes, make sure you’ve made
more happy than sad memories.

Continued on next page
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Bonus Material
One of the things I loved most about AtU2 was
weekly columns where people would talk about
the latest U2 news, write essays on their love of
the band, and offer lists of U2 songs for all
occasions. I’m a bit late to the party but in that
spirit, I present you with a list of The Best U2
Songs for Saying Goodbye.
One of the hallmarks of U2 is their ability to
harness the famous Irish melancholy and combine
it with a sound that is uniquely theirs. Their
catalog of music covers songs that say goodbye to
departed family, mark the end of marriages and,
even the audacity to ask Jesus to either put up or
shut up.
Here is my playlist to say goodbye to a fansite’s
fansite:
6.) “Tomorrow”, October, (1981) – The October
album was U2’s second album and is mostly
overlooked. There was a lack of hit singles and
U2's over-evangelism turned people off. However,
this album contains several unappreciated gems.
“Tomorrow” is a haunting account of Bono’s loss
of his mother, the funeral, and a cry out for Jesus
to return and fix the pain.
5.) “Sometimes You Can’t Make It On Your
Own”, How to Dismantle an Atomic Bomb (2004) –
I have a very complicated history related to
father figures. Whenever the grief starts to build
I will listen to this song that Bono wrote to his
deceased father. They had a contentious
relationship but one that was undergirded with
love. I don’t know why men are such idiots and
we can’t say we love one another, or apologize, or
try to find a middle ground. All I know is that
song has the power to help me find the power to
keep moving forward and let the past go.
4.) “Like a Song”, War (1983) – If “Sunday Bloody
Sunday” has a twin, it is this song. The War
album was written as a response to the violence
of the troubles in Northern Ireland. The anger is
palatable as the boys point the finger at
Christians who are using violence instead of

their faith. The song continues and issues a
challenge for those fighting to confront their
hypocrisy and let go.
3) “Walk One”, All That You Can’t Leave Behind
(2000) – This has become a personal anthem as I
have struggled with leaving the past, fighting
through illness, and rediscovering what it means to
live in expectant hope. Bono whispers in the bridge
about not having a home but searching for it and
the only way we can find it is by being pilgrims
who leave behind everything weighing us down.
2.) “13 (There is a Light) ”, Songs of Experience (2017)
– U2’s two recent albums, Songs of Innocence and
Songs of Experience is a double album that rewards
the listener by listening to them back to back.
Songs of Innocence is a reminiscence of the band’s
childhood, the violence in their hometown, the
wonder of music, and what it was like to fall in
love. Songs of Experience is a reaction to the
resurgence of fascism and nationalism and how
people of faith can react to the vitriol, systematic
racism, and hate.
I feel stupid writing this but when I listen to this
song I feel like Bono is speaking to me as the dad I
never had. There is advice in this song to not let
the world steal your innocence and hope. He tells
me that it will be okay, that God made us be lights
in the dark.
1.) “Where the Streets Have No Name”, The Joshua
Tree (1987) – I was torn about including this song
because I was wanting to highlight some lesserknown U2 songs but this song saved my life. Seeing
this song live, it’s been described as feeling God
enter the room. It has been my favorite U2 song
since before I even knew who U2 is.
There is something so beautiful, so intangible, so
spiritual about how the music captures the
moment. The lyrics are vague enough to find the
meaning, yet I see hope there – I see that the path
I’m on is full of equal parts pain and wonder.
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THE GAME
Joseph Paul DeNeui
For Grandmother and Granddaddy on the
auspicious occasion of their 60th anniversary.
You guys are the best!
Zargax slurped up stars with his milk.

“How much?”

His opponent, Frandal, sipped a tepid ocean. On chairs of ether in
the Plane of Infinity the two gods lounged, overlooking the universe.

More scratching. “Nine thousand standard times thirteen
trees times the oversize rate times the overtime pay plus extra
charmor, insurance, ‘jacks, and peripherals. We’ll need a
godproofer, too, to show up on a holiday…”

“The usual rules?” Zargax said.
The universe zoomed in: on clusters of galaxies then on one cluster
then on one galaxy then on one star then on one planet…
“No,” said Frandal. “This one’s special.”
* * *

Ilza hissed in annoyance. “How much?”
Nedd gulped. Her hiss had that effect on people. “Seven
hundred fifty.”
Ilza dangerously narrowed her eyes. “Four hundred thousand.”

“Name’s Nedd,” the man on her patio announced, sticking out
a calloused hand. He was sweating but trying to maintain
confidence. He would lose it soon enough.

“Lady, I don’t pay my men right, they leave for Gulliver.”

Ilza did not shake the hand provided, ruminating instead on
the situation that had necessitated a lumberjack’s presence.
Her property was cursed. Ilza was sure of it. One day the trees
were skeletal sticks; the next they all dripped auburn hues.
Yesterday, they’d shrunk to saplings; today they were massive,
bloated monstrosities.

“I…”

“What did you promise me over the phone?”

“Three hundred fifty. Not one cent more.”
“But that’s…”

She appraised the lumberjack of her needs, and his
enthusiasm notably waned.

Lower, she wanted to hear him say. Say it, you coward, but he
wouldn’t do it. Her lumberjack had frozen with a haunted
expression, understanding seeping color from his face. She
had developed a certain…reputation with laborers who failed
to deliver on their promises.

“You want them all cut down? Today?”

Consequences followed for breaking your word.

Ilza raised an eyebrow. “Did I misspeak?”

Sweat popped on the lumberjack’s face in beads. With a shaky
hand he rearranged his papers and held out a clipboard, as
she’d known he would. “Three fifty it is. Sign…sign here.”

It was past time for some yard work.

The lumberjack frowned and scratched his head, then
scratched up his notepad with a pencil. “That’ll be expensive,
Ma’am.”

* * *
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Zargax popped a red giant in his mouth. “Frandal, this is deathlyC
boring.”
“Is that the prelude to a forfeit?”
“You wish.” Curse Frandal for all eternity, with how much the godC
had hyped this up, Zargax had expected nothing short of rip-roaringC
galactic civil war. “So which side am I on in this ‘conflict’?”
“The witch is mine. Her foes are yours. If she completes her ritual,C
you lose.”
“After I smoke you, I set up the next game.”
“Oh, I wouldn’t look ahead just yet.”

* * *
In an hour when his lazy son woke up, Murphy planned to
load the truck for a picnic. Hike to the waterfall with Elena.
Lunch overlooking the fields of poppies.
Gods, it was a beautiful day for a hike.
Murphy pulled in beside Nedd’s van at the end of a winding
driveway. He threw the parking brake and clopped out of his
pickup, and was accosted immediately by his boss.
“Murph, there you are. Took you a minute.”
“Came as fast as I could, boss.”
“Look, we’re on the clock here, lady’s a piece of work. We’ve
got ‘til sundown to clear that out.”
Murphy hardly needed the “that” pointed out. A manor house
brooded on this ancient estate, driveway scything through
too-green lawn and backyard stuffed to bursting with
wilderness. The whole backyard appeared infested with nine
huge trees thick around as towers ominously overshadowing
the house.
“A piece of work?” said Murphy.
“A real piece.”
“How’d she let this happen?”
“What you’re here to find out. I need a sweep in twenty.”
“Dan’s a no-show?”
“On your own. Sorry.”

Murphy cursed when his boss left, not that it helped. On any
usual job with this kind of time crunch they’d need two
sweepers, even three. But of course Dan had no-showed.
Good-for-nothing bum.
He smelled brimstone and pollen on the wind. Grumbling, he
rustled through his equipment, suiting up carefully and
strapped everything on. Foremen loved to try to make you go
faster and then yell at you when you made a mistake. From
experience Murphy was of the opinion that going fast made
you mess up more than it helped. Sweep a god-cursed
overgrown grove at a sprint, and you leave landmines for the
whole crew.
After ten minutes when he was good and ready, equipment
beeping, Murphy moved in.
* * *
Displeased by the glacial effort on display, Ilza summoned the
man in charge.
“Should I call Gulliver and give him your contract? Would
that incentivize your sloths to work?”
“We’ll fix it up by sundown. Six hours left, Ma’am.”
“I do not just need this place ‘fixed up.’ I need those trees
pulled up by their roots and burned. I need your elusive
proofer to proof. I have an important ritual at sunset, and if
my land is too cursed to perform it, I will be very, very
displeased.”
She rolled a grape around on her tongue and chewed it. The
foreman twitched and muttered something seditious, but she
let it slide.
He couldn’t meet her eyes.
Nedd left to shout at his men. Noisy saws and assorted
machines industriously chugged to life and whirred. The
laborers understood nothing, of course, nor did she intend to
inform them. This ritual was critical, gods and planets
aligned.
She had a single chance this century to bring her dead son
back to life.
* * *
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Ghostly outlines of gnarled trees as seen through Murphy’s
AR goggles appeared normal enough with no spiritual
variance, but the nagging sense something was wrong had
never so badly roiled his gut. He checked his wrist scanner.
Still all blue lights.

Twigs crunched softly over dead leaves as he trudged around
the tree to a hole that hadn’t been in it before. No way his
eyes or instruments should have missed those stairs spiraling
down a hollow trunk. Or his ears missed wordless music
wafting from the same dark maw.

His headpiece crackled. “Murph, for the last time, hurry it
up!”

Before he could realize what he was doing, he was tumbling
into the earth toward a distant yellow light. The stairs
entwined around the taproot to end before a knee-high nook.

“Good to check on you too, Boss.”
“I can’t keep stalling, Murph. We’re on the clock.”
Always on the clock, always on that clock. Murphy’s stomach
growled. He hadn’t had lunch.
“You have five more minutes. Do you hear me? Murph!”
“Read you loud and clear, Boss. Still need ten.”
More crackling filled up the channel. He ignored it. He
flicked his goggles to clear and disabled his headset. He
slipped his phone from the bioadaptive haz suit, then opened
a warranty-voiding app Nedd would definitely not approve
of.

He crouched and stared. In this line of work he’d seen a lot of
things that made you genuinely question your sanity.
Nothing ever before like this.
A tiny woman in a gilded cage was the source of the light, the
song, and the scent. Her fair white skin was aglow with light;
black shimmering unbound hair caressing a sparkling golden
dress. She cradled a pupa in her arms and to this she sang her
song. Dueling aromas of perfume and brimstone filled
Murphy’s lungs to bursting and made his head hurt…
He blinked and felt around in darkness. He rubbed the aching
back of his head and came to the embarrassing conclusion
that he must have fainted. Bloody gods.

The app turned off the sensors in the suit, then disabled its
functionality altogether. He unscrewed his helmet, hooking it
onto his back, and then powered off his phone and scanner.

He no longer heard singing. But someone giggled.

Quiet. Finally. He took a slow breath in. Let a long breath
out. It was dangerous work, removing groves. Trees could lash
out with thorns and poisoned sap. Bark could flake off in
showers of needles. The haz suit kept him safer, but it made
him miss things, which got men who hurried killed.

“Who are you?” returned a woman’s voice. A mocking, lilting
woman’s voice. She was almost singing just by talking.

Murphy took in the grove around him. Smack in the middle,
it felt like a jungle. Twisty vines dangled from bulbous
branches, roots and vines entwined together. He trudged
around every tree for a second time. Over the brimstone, he
smelled something strange.

“Are Nedd and Blan removing me?”

The smell blended with the smell of pollen like a flower or
whiff of perfume. He hadn’t seen any flowers, which made
him nervous. He turned his phone on and the scent vanished.
Set it aside and it came back stronger. Gods, he’d never
smelled anything like that. There was something wrong here,
something off.
The right thing to do was to get out of here fast.
About to leave, he had second thoughts. On a job for a highpaying client, Nedd would fire him for sure if they lost the
contract over a stupid smell. Elena was pregnant, due in four
months. If he lost this job he’d be out of work at the worst
time for his family.

“Who’s there?” he blurted out. “Who are you?”

“I’m Murphy. I work for Nedd and Blan’s Removal Services.
We’re here to clear out this grove. It’s cursed.”

“You…um. You’re not a danger, are you?” That came out
terribly. “Who…I mean, what even are you?”
“I’m the Prize, of course. Are you here to claim me?”
“Um, no. Why would I claim you? You didn’t say what you
are.”
She laughed and it sounded like a chorus of bells. Golden
light flicked back and there she was again, the tiny woman
still in her cage at his feet.
“You don’t want to claim me? You really mean that?”
“I mean it. Here.” He fiddled with the lock on her cage and
snapped it, popping open the door.
“You’re free.”
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* * *
“I believe we’re running neck and neck. How exciting. Don’t you love
a challenge?”
“Speak for yourself,” Zargax grunted. Godly eyes swept over the
fence and the gardens, the driveway, the mortals, the trees, and the
house. He could see through walls and into souls, and yet the Prize
eluded vision. Where had Frandal hid her? Sneaky bastard.
Well, if he couldn’t just skip to the end, Zargax would inject some
excitement.
* * *

“I’m Murphy,” he said. “You haven’t told me your name.”
“I don’t have a name. I’m just the Prize.”
“Everyone has a name. What do your parents call you?”
“I don’t have any parents.”
“You’re a virgin birth?”
She laughed like a waterfall casting ripples. Like a nebula
sparking new stars.
“Murphy, what would you like to call me?”

Ilza was less than amused by the delay. The delay on top of
the earlier delay.

Naming her felt almost sacrilegious. He didn’t want to do it,
but she insisted.

“You are being replaced.”

“Spry,” he said. She glowed. “You’re Spry.”

Nedd stared at her like a spirit engraved on one of her ivory
totems. He laughed a desperate, almost panicked laugh. More
like a moan or a cry for help.
“Do you have any final words?”
“Ma’am,” the man said, wire-tight tense. “I have gone beyond
the call of duty. The proofer is coming. We have four hours
left.”
“Which you’ll wile away doing nothing and then charge me
extra for it. I’ve been scammed enough by your ilk.”
The lumberjack, who had almost shown backbone, lost it as
he met her eyes.
“The d-down payment is nonrefundable.”
“Is it?” she whispered. “A good last word.”
* * *
Freed from her cage, the strange little woman insisted on
taking the pupa with her. Murphy let her perch on his
shoulder, the golden aura from her body casting shadows on
tunnel walls.
“Where are we going?”
“Where we need to go.”
They were not, for whatever arcane reason, returning to the
surface like he’d hoped. Instead, it turned out the stairs he’d
descended had twisted him by a door he’d missed. He’d
pressed it like the little woman said to enter this new
claustrophobic passage curling into fathomless depths.

* * *
Gravel crunching under the tires of his shiny new convertible,
Larry Armswald, godproofer, parked by a pickup missing one
of its tail lights. Professional.
This dump of a mansion had seen better days. And where was
Nedd? Over the phone the foreman had both begged and
demanded he cancel his Godsday over this job. After a siesta,
Larry had obliged.
He checked his watch. 4:47. Might have overslept a tad.
Well, given the beat-up pickups and vans, this looked like the
worksite, but no one was working. He honked and waited but
no one said hello. He turned the engine off and cracked his
knuckles. He called Nedd and got through to his voicemail.
Beautiful.
Exiting the vehicle, Larry flipped up his trunk, shedding light
on a toolbox and steel case. He hefted a hammer from the
former, unbolted the latter, and extracted an obsidian spike.
Something odd was going on here, and as it was his job to deal
with odd things, he slipped a compass from his breast coat
pocket and watched the little red arrow spin around before
wobbly indicating the house. Spike and hammer in hand, he
surmounted the patio, knelt, and steadied the spike on a tile.
About to plant his Anchor, he froze.
Someone had screamed. He could have sworn it.
Translucent sliding doors slid open, and an old woman in
stained maroon robes partially emerged, half-hidden in
shadow. A pale creature, past her prime, black hair flecked
with strands of white bordering deeply suspicious brown eyes.
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“Did I ask you to deface my property?”

She didn’t answer.

“Larry Armswald.” Standing, he offered a handshake. “Friend
of Nedd.”

“It’s okay if you don’t want to tell me. It’s all right.”

Her arms remained folded. “Are you the godproofer?”
“Yup, that’s—”

“You haven’t stopped,” Spry accused.
“You said to go this way. We’re going this way.”
“Then I told you clearly to stop.”

“Get out.”
“You called the Service, right? Problem with those trees?”
No response.
“I’m just going to Plant this. It’ll keep you safe.”
The woman’s eyes bored into him.
“All right, Ma’am. No cause for concern, Ma’am. You just step
back and let me work.” Larry’s cheeks flushed hot. Had he
messed up the address? But he could hardly have mistaken it.
This place was carved out of a National Wilderness, five miles
off the freeway, thirty-eight from Glac City. Barely anyone
else lived out here.
The woman’s arms unfolded, revealing a Glock.
Before he could understand what was happening, a bullet tore
apart his neck.
* * *
Spry gasped and Murphy missed a step.

“Look,” Murphy said, getting heated, and maybe marching a
little faster. Gods, he’d just felt a draft; they were almost out
of here. “I don’t know who caged you up with a bug, but they
clearly don’t have your best interests at heart. So we’re not
going back to them and that’s that.”
Spry’s light snapped off and plunged him into darkness.
“Spry, could you turn that back on? I can’t see.”
“We should have gone back,” she whispered. “They’re
fighting.”
Suddenly the tunnel shook like a reed.
* * *
Watching the “godproofer” writhe in his own blood, Zargax swelled
with well-earned pride.
He’d nearly flipped the witch. The contest was over. She’d never
complete her silly ritual if she killed off the hired hands.
Still not conceding, Frandal made his move.

“What is it?”
“Stop. You have to take me back.”
His companion on his shoulder was trembling, arms hugged
tight around pupa and knees.
“We can’t go back. We’re almost there.” He hoped.
“You don’t know where we are, silly. You don’t know what
you’re doing.” Her musical voice now rang discordant. “You
don’t know and I shouldn’t have thought you could know.
You have to just leave me here and leave!”

* * *
Caressing the smoking barrel of her pistol, Ilza felt young
again. Alive! Her robes were spattered. The ritual neared.
She had become aware of the presence heightening and
distorting emotions. The presence believed it was in control
of her, but she welcomed it.
Come closer…
* * *

About to argue, Murphy bit his tongue. He’d like to think
he’d learned a few things as a parent. One of which was to not
slam into an argument without trying to figure out your kid’s
side first.

Not-Nedd tried to scream and the mouth refused. The other
Nots had screamed before the merging—and in the merging
when they had mouths. They had one mouth now and the
mouth was the master’s.

“Who put you in that cage, Spry?”

The body barreled into targets, claws and legs and mandibles
shredding. Every tree must be uprooted. Every buried secret
unearthed.
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It was past time for some yard work.
* * *
Claws ripped off the ceiling of the tunnel, missing removing his
head by an inch. Murphy ducked then shouted for Spry. Where
was she? The tunnel behind him had collapsed.
Garish light poured down on his head. The silhouetted beast
looked like a spider, every leg a different length, ten eyes all
different shades of red.
Murphy froze where he was, trying not to breathe. Red eyes
roved over the darkness.
One found him.

* * *
Frandal was smiling. Why was Frandal smiling? Was that supposed to
be the ritual? That was pathetic! Zargax had won!
“Want another star?” his opponent offered. Frandal held out an empty
bowl.
“There are no stars.”
“And my oh my, were they delicious. I hope you enjoyed them. They
taste better up here.”
Frandal was being absurdly ridiculous. The god had lost. Been
humiliated, really. It was time to bask in the spoils of victory. Time…
that chanting…

For the first time in his godly existence, Zargax the Glorious felt deathly
A mouth on the underside of the creature cracked open,
afraid.
revealing rows of dirty teeth. Teeth snapped for his head and
Murphy lunged aside. The monster repositioned, then started
* * *
to burn. Blood spurted out of it, legs spasming. Everything
started to crash down around him. Murphy ran for the only exit The creature in Ilza’s hands glowed warmly. The warmth grew
available, scrabbling up rubble then skidding back down.
hotter and hotter still, and it became harder and harder to hold.
She intoned the ancient words again. Again affixed her gaze to the
“Murphy, take my hand!”
heavens. Her vision filled with tears. The pain!
Dazed, he looked up and there she was, perched on a root above “Zargax! Oh, little baby Zargax! Oh, little Zargax. Little Z…”
his head. More than aglow, little Spry was alight, fiery as the
* * *
heart of a star. She stretched out a hand; this was insanity. He
raked at the rubble collapsing around him, reaching for her tiny
“No!” Zargax shouted. Too late. His godly powers were rushing out of
fingers…
him, Infinity mottled with infinite dread.
With impossible strength, she lifted him out.
A grinning Frandal waved goodbye.
* * *
* * *
The spider burned alive and died. Its death throes did not
concern Ilza overly, nor did the lumberjack who had survived.
Light fell from the heavens as a comet, vast and roaring and
funneled and narrowed. Strength gave out of the witch’s arms and
None of them mattered compared to the Prize.
she collapsed to the dirt in a heap.
Aglow with the light it could not contain, the Prize was
perched on a blackened root cradling a pupa in its arms,
appearing as a tiny woman.
Ilza cocked her gun and aimed.
“I claim you,” Ilza hissed. “You’re mine.”
The Prize regarded her. “I am claimed.”
Ilza reached over the edge of the pit. She grabbed the Prize in
her free hand and pulled it out. Frail, it did not resist.
Shakily, Ilza set the gun beside her. She knelt and with both
hands offered the creature up to the light of the fading sun.
“By the powers that congeal,
For lives lost that death would steal,
Claim I now the right to hold
What was stolen from of old.”

Murphy crossed to the woman and poked her. Checked her pulse.
Out cold but alive.
He crossed to Spry and slumped beside her. Wondering where
Nedd was in all of this, he reached in his suit for where his phone
should have been, and his fingers came away with air.
He’d abandoned his phone in the grove. Right. This whole
Godsday had been nuts.
“I could use some leaves.” Spry smiled.
Shaking his head, Murphy found some for her while she gathered
scattered twigs. Together, they made a nest for her pupa.
As the full moon rose, it hatched.
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Column: Dancing with the Muse
Issue 1: A Song to Lift the Soul Into Creation
Rita Mock-Pike

"Lamb of God, who takes
away the sins of the
world, have mercy on us.
Lamb of God, who takes
away the sins of the
world, grant us peace."
– Smauel Barber (Agnus
Dei – Lamb of God)

The subtle rising swell of strings
penetrates the heart each time the
music begins to play. The adagio rises,
peaks, falls, and slides into oblivion
with harmonic urgency, with
devastating agony. I am lifted. Mist
dowses my eyes.
My heart decrescendos and crescendos
with each movement of the melody.
The subtle harmonies beneath the
overt ascension prick at me. Note by
note, I drip into the cadence, the
rhyme, the softness, the sorrow, the joy
found within the legato.
I cannot help but lean back, close my
eyes and blend into the notes,
becoming a part of the music.

When the apex of the song strikes at
just under seven minutes, the dam
breaks. The mist becomes a well. The
well becomes a cascade. Then silence.
My heart stops until the hanging note
is returned.The music fades into
familiar rhythms, then gently melts
away.
Ten minutes.
Absolute ecstasy. Deeper emotions
than I usually feel in a weeklong
marathon of stress, confusion, even
tragedy.
This song once meant nothing to me,
but now, Adagio for Strings by Samuel
Barber stops my heart each time I hear
it play.
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I must listen. And I must yearn for all the world has for me. I

This masterwork by Barber is always there when I need it.

must write. I must sing. I must create.

When skies are too dark to write by. When headaches pound
and joy is drained. When hope leaves me. This song, this piece

I sang the lyrics of Lamb of God to this magnificent work in
college. This changed the universe of music for me. I was already
a classical music fan – the girl who could name her top 150
favorite composers and their top five works off the top of her
head by the time I was fourteen. I was the girl who called into
NPR and the local announcers knew me by name. I was the girl

of my soul, is there, waiting for me, ready to move me, to soothe
me, to lift my spirit beyond my being and into the realm of the
Creator that I, too, may create.
I invite you to sit silently with your eyes closed. What songs take
you to another realm? Is it the music of Murray Gold? A song by
Nine Inch Nails? The exciting beats of Caribbean steel drums?

who devoured books on composers and opera and music

The pulsing rhythms of electronica? How can you feel the

composition.

imprint of music on your soul today to better your writing and
uplift your dreams?

Though I now listen to heavy metal as quickly as I will classical,
my roots will always be in this splendid artform that captures

Embrace the music – be it a guilty pleasure song or something

my soul more soundly than anything else on the planet. God

you’d shout your praise for from the longest blog post in history

created me to be a music lover, a musician, a composer, a
dreamer.

– and give into the emotions the music creates. Let it guide you,
drive you, change your writing. Let it change you.

I SING AS IF I MUST.
FOR IN REALITY, I MUST.
Back to Top
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DR. LEO BUSCAGLIA PROFESSOR, AUTHOR WRITES

“Love is always bestowed
as a gift—
freely, willingly,
and without expectation.
We don’t love to be loved,
we love to love.”
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Lament for
the Time
Lords
BEN MCCLURE
After what is often referred to as a lackluster debut, writerproducer Chris Chibnall punctuated his second year as
showrunner of Doctor Who with no less than four major
concept-shattering plot twists—two at the start of the year
(Spyfall 1 & 2), one in the middle (Fugitive of the Judoon), and
one at the end (The Timeless Children). Much digital ink has
been shed in response to the Timeless Child and the socalled Fugitive Doctor, but it is another plot point that is
actually the most disappointing…the abrupt,
unceremonious, end of the Time Lords.
See…the Time Lords used to be a big deal.
When they were introduced in 1969, in The War Games, the
Time Lords represented a momentous shift in Doctor Who’s
status quo. For six seasons, the show had given only the
barest hints of a backstory, but suddenly viewers
discovered that the Doctor was a Time Lord—a race of
mysterious beings with nigh-limitless powers, potentially
eternal lifespans and all of time at their command. They
could remove enemies from existence, erase memories of
lesser beings, and change the Doctor’s appearance at will.
In a universe full of dangerous aliens and powerful forces,
the Time Lords were at the top of the ladder.
For the next seven years, whenever the Time Lords put in
an appearance, they would show this same unflappable
superiority. And though the Doctor resented their
interference, there was no doubt he respected their
authority. When the Time Lords summoned the Doctor
back home in The Hand of Fear, it was clear there was to be
no delay in the Doctor responding, and no way to bring his
closest friend, Sarah Jane Smith, along for the ride.
When the Doctor arrived in The Deadly Assassin, the show
began to demystify the Time Lords. They became more
fallible, prone to the same sort of moral quirks and
personality problems as the humans in the audience. This
continued until 1986 brought us The Trial of a Time Lord.

Here, the Time Lords’ potential for massive corruption was
made clear, as exemplified in the Doctor’s epic speech:
In all my travellings throughout the universe I
have battled against evil, against power-mad
conspirators. I should have stayed here. The
oldest civilisation, decadent, degenerate and
rotten to the core….Ten million years of absolute
power, that's what it takes to be really corrupt.
The Time Lords suddenly had the potential to be villains as
dangerous as any other, something the modern series
reinforced with The End of Time.
But even while their virtue came under question, their power
never did. The Time Lords move planets, freely give out new
regeneration cycles, and in spite of their doctrine of noninterference, do all that they can to ensure that history
unfolds the way they prefer.
When Doctor Who was revived in 2005, showrunner Russell T.
Davies added a significant wrinkle to the story—the Time
Lords were now gone, lost in a great war against the Daleks.
This took them out of the equation while still maintaining
their mystique.
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And because it was the Doctor who had performed
the final act of that war, it also greatly developed our
hero. The destruction of his home planet Gallifrey
added a powerful dose of regret into the Doctor’s
personality, and provided great opportunities for the
series’ stars to deliver strong performances as the
Doctor lamented his solitude in the universe.
Steven Moffat followed this up by slowly bringing the
Time Lords back during his era as showrunner,
expanding on the foundations that had come before.
The Day of the Doctor brought out the idea of a
Gallifreyan lower class—poor families and innocent
children who were as much a victim of the Daleks as
the corrupt High Council. This made the Doctor’s
guilt from the Time War even more devastating, and
his eventual redemption even more cathartic. Later,
Hell Bent established the Doctor as something of a
hero to these poorer segments of Gallifrey, even as he
again became a fugitive from the society at large.
And so as Chris Chibnall took over the reins of the
program, the Time Lords were again available to be
used if a story needed to highlight afresh the Doctor’s
status as an outsider. But it was also possible for them
to be ignored if they were not needed.
Thus it is with disappointment that we saw the show
choose the worst of both worlds—involving the Time
Lords in the narrative, but only to wipe them out.
And to do so in the least satisfying way possible: offscreen, wholesale, and without gravitas or drama.
Immediately this begs the question of how a society as
powerful and all-knowing as the Time Lords could be
destroyed so easily, even by someone like the Master.
Certainly one can imagine scenarios where this was
possible…but why should the audience have to? Why
should the most impactful events of a story be
relegated to a bit of expository dialogue, forcing the
audience to make sense of the plot by imagining
events that are grander than what’s on-screen?
Narratively, it all builds up to the idea of the Master
creating regenerating Cybermen, as seen in The
Timeless Children. This is not as strong a concept as
one might hope.

The Cybermen are already nearly impervious, and
also multiply rapidly, so the development seems
rather pointless. Add to that that they are disposed of
almost as quickly as they are introduced, and you are
left with a poorly conceived excuse for a plot twist,
rather than a properly developed story.
The Time Lords’ death-by-Master is especially weak
when compared with the prior Time War concept.
That was also kept off-camera, but revealed naturally
and over the course of time, adding depth and
interest to a character that had just been reintroduced to the audience. In contrast, the current
series doled out its surprise in a quick progression of
grandiose expository announcements that the Master
makes over the course of an episode, seemingly for no
special reason other than he likes to be irritating.
It’s not hard to imagine ways of telling the story that
would have carried greater emotional resonance,
befitting such an event.
The Doctor could have discovered a barren Gallifrey,
for example, rather than just being told about it. Or
the Doctor could have shown some heartache that it’s
not just elite Time Lords that were lost, but
Gallifreyan families and children as well. Or the Time
Lords could have been strangely missing, rather than
just outright dead, in order to build a more original
mystery. Whatever option was chosen, a stronger
presentation could have taken us on the Doctor’s
emotional journey and created a legitimately
compelling story, even if the idea itself was
disagreeable.
Ultimately, the narrative decision to wipe out the
Time Lords is questionable, given how similar it is to
major storylines of the past. And to do so in such a
perfunctory manner is dramatically inexcusable. The
upcoming season may address the issue more
thoroughly, but the presentation so far does not
inspire confidence. Even if the show does go there, it
does not ultimately make up for the opportunities
that have been lost.

Back to Top
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First Date
CYNTHIA ANN LUBLINK
So, it was the first day of Spring 2060. The cherry
blossoms were in full bloom, I could hear bluebirds
singing. It felt like a Disney fairy tale. My stomach
had butterflies. I was finally going on a first date
with my lifelong crush, George.
Never did I think this day would ever come. We met
in high school. He was popular, me not so much. Yet
life has a way of balancing the scales. We both
married, had children, and went on with our lives. I
was a widow, he was divorced. We ran into one
another at work, of all places. I am a bio-engineer
for the government, he is a janitor. We ran into one
another in the elevator. He was still so very
handsome, and kindness rested in his eyes. And yes,
my heart still fluttered.
I looked in the mirror. I could see the lines where
time marked itself on my face, but still not bad.
Took one final look at my outfit, a soft pink flowing
blouse and a black pencil skirt with kitten heels —
sweet with a bit of sass, yes, I was ready.
We met at a local coffee shop, the kind with soup,
sandwiches, and homemade pastries. We ordered, sat
down, and started talking. Really good talking, the
kind that feeds your soul. We had already covered
the basics of our life…death, divorce…children…five
between us, four girls and one boy. He had three
girls, I had one of each, all pretty much grown,
independent, and all nearly or pretty much on their
own. Our lives were ours, and there was a sweetness
in feeling that gift restored. We had given our lives
to marriages, raising babies, each season having its
blessings and trials. We could feel the connection
that life may have forged in us, that now in this
season made us ready for one another.

There was a lull in the conversation and George
asked, “So, Abbie, have you ever been to a Ren
Faire?”
I looked up from my coffee a bit startled. He didn’t
quite know what to do with my response and tried
to take it back. “Oh, never mind, it’s just silliness.”
I reached out, touching his hand, “No, no, it isn’t
silliness! I love the Ren Faire! Most people wouldn’t
think that of me, but I love the costumes and
atmosphere…it’s a fun way to escape the everyday
ordinary, don’t you think?”
George just sat back, nearly as startled as I was when
he first asked the question, fully expecting, well, not
that answer.
“You completely surprise and delight me!” And with
that, he picked up my hand and laid a sweet kiss
upon it. And I blushed. Who says you can’t be corny
in your 50ish years? Certainly not me…and not him.
And I liked that, and I liked him, a lot. I thought,
this is a man I could spend the rest of my life with.
And just as I had that thought, outside the edge of
the window I saw a flash. It startled me. I wasn’t sure
if I really saw a flash, it was so fast. I turned to ask
George if he saw it and he asked what was wrong? I
said I wasn’t sure, but I think something happened
outside. We grabbed our coffees and headed out the
door, meeting others already in the street. Our eyes
were drawn upwards, to see nothing we’d ever seen
before except maybe in the movies.

Continued on next page
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Hovering over our little town was a huge silver ship,

George and I looked at one another and knew there

just hanging there! There was no noise; it was eerily

would be no more firsts for us. We dropped our

quiet as we all stood in shock looking up. It felt like

coffees, embraced, and kissed as if it was our last first

forever standing there as our brains tried to

kiss…and it was.

compute that this was really happening, then
everything unfroze and all hell broke loose! People
were screaming, running, the panic was on! We were
being invaded by aliens! They didn’t even reveal
themselves, there would be no negotiating, no
fighting, they just began annihilating everyone from
the perch of their ship.

Back to Top
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RITA MOCK-PIKE

How My Love of "Community" Led Me to a Better
Understanding of My Faith and Politics

I kind of hate his character on
Community, the NBC original comedy
sitcom. John Oliver, the British
comedian and – let’s call it straight –
weirdo, has a bit of an edge to him. You
can say it’s his Britishness and his unique
take on the world that make him a
rather unorthodox character in the
show, Professor Ian Duncan.
Admittedly, not my favorite role on the
show.

I could live without his potty humor and
rude comments, but Oliver takes as
good as he gives, so I can’t really
complain too much.

But if he hadn’t made such a nuisance of
himself in the ridiculous comedy filled
with paintball wars, games of Hot Lava,
Glee parodies, and odd Christmas
adventures, I never would have watched
Last Week Tonight with John Oliver. But,
because my husband and I saw his face
and both said, “Hey, isn’t that Duncan?”
we started watching.

The show has a strong left-lean, which
means it’s most certainly not going to be
viewed as “legit” by all – and that’s fine.
But since my break from a church
culture that had grown toxic, I’ve begun
to see the world with my natural blueish lenses, instead of red, and thoroughly
appreciate the show’s look at things I
never would have known about.

Moreover, I am grateful to this man for
the show he hosts for HBO, in which he
explores the topics of government,
policy, history, and bizarre happenings
that affect us all, whether we’re aware of
them or not.
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An episode that struck hard – potentially the first
to strike hard enough to produce tears of rage –
was the episode on the laws, protections, and
policies that give safety to police officers while
definitively taking advantage of and putting the
Black community at a disadvantage.
I hear some people screaming now. I want to
apologize for using such blunt language, but I
won’t. We’ve done that too long. I personally have
done that too much.
Perhaps that’s why Last Week Tonight appeals so
much. John Oliver doesn’t use apologetic language
about his views on the world, nor does he try to
keep people happy as he speaks out against
systemic racism, abhorrent evil, genocides around
the world, and the dire situation in which our
country exists, thanks to laws and rules that were
written to purposefully harm people of certain
demographics.
His less-than-friendly-to-the-opposition attitude
helps this people-pleaser. I’ve always been an
apologetic person looking to keep peace and bring
about “good feelings” for everyone involved,
including, and perhaps mostly, for myself. I want
people to like me. I want to come out as the “good
guy” in every situation. I have breakdowns when
people are upset with me or don’t like my personal
views on important matters.

I’m a sensitive soul who feels every
prick and needle sent my way,
whether intentional or not.
This is not the time for peoplepleasing, though. With the world in
this state – a worldwide pandemic,
racist laws, and morally ambiguous
policies that leave vulnerable
populations in dark, broken places, we
need to stop being peacekeepers and
start becoming peacemakers.
Peace comes not from avoiding
conflict but from dealing with turmoil
to bring about a change in the world.

I can’t say I “owe it all” to John Oliver,
Community, and ridiculous stories of
junior college antics, but I can say that
they’ve helped me learn a great deal
about the world from which I was
sheltered by a toxic “church” culture
and my own personal hang-ups. So
have Father Brown, Modern Family, The
Mary Tyler Moore Show, and a plethora
of other television shows that on the
surface may appear as “fluff.”
Inspiration comes from unusual
places. So does change.

JEFF MANDEL
- FEATURED ARTIST -

TALLAHASSEE, FL
DIRECTOR AND
ACTOR
EDITOR RACHAEL
BRITTON SITS DOWN
FOR A CHAT WITH
JEFF MANDEL FOR A
PEEK INTO THEATRE
DURING COVID AND
CREATIVE
APPROACHES FOR
INCLUSIVITY AND
DIVERSITY

- FEATURED ARTIST -

T H EAT RE O F C O MMU NI TY
WI T H J EFF M ANDEL
RACHAEL BRITTON
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lasted almost 10 years, and I’ve seen him act and direct
numerous times since. I recently had the pleasure of sitting
down for a conversation with him about his background
and how small-town theatre is changing due to COVID-19
and newfound efforts to create inclusive and diverse theatre
spaces.

Having appeared in over 100 film and web series projects, RB. What circumstances led you to begin participating in
theatre in Tallahassee?
including over 50 Florida State University Film School
student films, acted in over 35 local productions, as well as
directing 12 productions, it’s safe to say that Jeff Mandel JM: Well, I’ve been in theatre since I was a little boy. I grew
up in the suburbs of New York. I still remember my first
has made himself an indispensable part of the local arts
performance. I was 4, I was in nursery school. And I
community of Tallahassee, Florida.
remember nothing about the show itself...but I loved it. I’ve
I met Jeff when I was 15 years old, in a local production of done it when I could in my life; I missed a lot of years
because I was in New York and in business. But anywhere
Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet, in which he played the
else I’ve been, I always gravitated to theatre.
role of Lord Capulet, Juliet’s father. That first time acting
with him, I was impressed by his ability to go from
When I was in my early 30s, it was life in the fast lane. I got
friendly, encouraging Jeff, to raging, frightening Lord
sick of the whole thing. It was a very bad time in New York
Capulet within mere moments. He commanded the stage
- it was a time when the city was hitting rock bottom. This
in a way I hadn’t seen done in our local community. His
was the late 70s, early 80s and I had a crisis in my business
voice always carried to the back of the theatre without
from the pressure, so I just decided I wanted to move to a
smaller place with a slower life.
need of amplification and he had a powerful
understanding of the text, as well as how to portray the
I had an old college roommate who was from Miami and he
complex emotions of Shakespeare in an audiencehad gone to work for the State in Tallahassee, so I got to
accessible way.
visit him and his wife. I just decided, “nice place, nice life.”
That has worked out for me. I have had the best life I’ve
Offstage, Jeff always has an interesting story or anecdote
to share from his past experiences. Since that production, ever had.
we’ve struck up a friendship that’s

- FEATURED ARTIST RB. You’ve done countless projects with the FSU Film School.
How did you get started?

JM: Back in 2009 or 2008, one of my acting buddies asked

me if I was going to the FSU film auditions and I said
“what auditions?” He said “the film school” and I said
“what film school?” because I literally hadn’t heard of it.So
I went down and I auditioned. I got called for a few very
small things and then I started getting called for leads.
The first year I did it, I didn’t know if I would continue
because I went into it thinking “oh, acting, I’ve done that
my whole life, I know that.”
Well, the minute you set on a film set for the first time if
you’ve been onstage, you learn very quickly it is not the
same, and you don’t know as much as you think. It also
has a completely different set of rewards. We are
incredibly lucky in Tallahassee to have one of the top
rated film schools in America. It’s great fun working with
the students. They’re just learning...so you have the
director who’s 18 and actors who are 70...it's a very
interesting dynamic.
RB. What kind of theatre excites you, as an actor and director?

JM: I am a fan of drama. I enjoy musicals, usually when I

see them, but I don’t have the background and talent to
do them. I can sing tolerably well, but (laughs) I dance
like a wounded rhino staggering off into the jungle to die.
So, that’s not my place. But I love, love drama. Both as an
actor and a director. The intense, intense emotion of
drama, the conflict...it’s always been my favorite.
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As an actor, I once did a workshop and the greatest
compliment I ever got was someone telling me I reminded
them of the British actor Brian Blessed. He’s a great big
guy with a roaring voice and very often plays a knight or
someone like that. I enjoy that very much. I admire
enormously actors who can do a wide range of parts very
well.
I really admire those who can totally break their own
mold and their own typecasting. I saw when I was younger
some works by Peter Hall, which were enormously
imaginative. I can’t say that I always liked them but I
liked turning something familiar into something vague.
You can’t always tell from a production whether the good
or bad parts are absolutely attributable to the director,
because the director is working through the actors.
In the amateur world, there’s a lot you can’t control. On
Broadway, you can put out a call for exactly what actors
you want, but for us...you’re dealing with people with less
training and time, and you’re begging them to do it
without paying them. So that changes the dynamic. But
that’s all part of being a director in amateur theatre pulling all of it together and inspiring everybody. It’s a
process I’ve loved.
RB. What do you do to ensure there’s any kind of diversity in
your casting? Do you do anything to combat those implicit
biases that we often find in the casting room?

JM: In local theatre, you’re dependent on who shows up

to audition. One thing I have done is a lot of recruiting.
Before every show, I tell every actor that I never, never
precast roles. Even if it’s someone I think is perfect for a
part, you never know who will show up. I have worked
hard to get a wider group to come out. I have done
theatre with one of the prominent Black directors in
town, we’ve worked together which goes a long way. It’s
not only difficult in terms of the actors, it’s very hard to
get an audience that is diverse.
If you go to most theatres in town, everybody who comes
is White. It’s very hard to make that crossover, both
onstage and off. I have done racially blind casting. I’ve
done some startling casting. I did two women as sisters,
and one was very Black and one was very, very White. You
could see at the beginning that the audience was like
“wait a minute!”
But when they are good actors, it’s gone. It’s magical when
you can do it. Part of the trouble is, both in amateur and
professional theatre, it’s who runs the theatre. If everyone
involved in running the theatre is White, there’s going to
be a limited amount of consciousness about that. There
needs to be more diversity not only on stage, not only in
the audience, but in the boardroom. That is where the
answer will come from.
RB. What challenges are you and other directors facing during
the COVID-19 pandemic, and are there any ideas you have on
how to come back to theatre once it is safe to do so?
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JM:

Well, nobody knows what it’s going to be like. First
of all, you have an immediate challenge. If you have a
theatre with 200 seats, and you’re only allowed to fill a
third of them, the economics are instantly drastic.
Unless, and I don’t think this has happened yet, the
companies like Samuel French that hold the rights cut
the rates. If they’re still demanding full royalties and
you’re only filling a third of the seats, how are you
going to do it?
How do you rehearse? At some point, everybody has to
be on the stage…there’s no way to do what we consider
as good COVID safety. No one I know has the answer.
Theatres both locally and everywhere are trying online
presentations, but that’s very difficult too. It’s very
hard to collect for them. People aren’t geared to tune
into something on their computer and pay $15, $25 for
it. It’s not their mentality.
When COVID first started, I originally thought I’d
direct plays online. Well, I haven’t, and a good part of
the reason is that it requires a level of technical skill
that I don’t have. I can deliver a play. But I can’t
deliver a Zoom play. That involves editing, recording,
technical coordination. So what we need is a lot of
people, and they’re probably gonna be two generations
younger than I am, to become technical directors.
There’s an immediate problem because theatres tend to
be run by people my age. I’m 70. We need young people
with a passion for theatre and a passion for technology.
RB. What part of theatre do you find most challenging, and
what do you find most rewarding?

JM:

RB: COVID-19 has shut down pretty much every local
theatre, and therefore shut down numerous highly
anticipated productions, not just in Tallahassee but
worldwide. Many actors, directors, and technical artists
have been mourning the loss of their community all year,
most of us unsure of the next move to make. Everyone
coining the phrase “when theatre comes back”, when what
we really mean is “*if* theatre comes back”.
As we discussed these matters, I could hear the frustration
that so many people are feeling as we wait and brainstorm
new ideas on how to move forward. But I could also feel the
warmth of hope he experiences in preparing the next
generation to lead the way in technical and creative
advancement.
During my interview with Jeff, I was struck with a sense of
hope for our local theatre community. It excites me to know
that some older directors are ready to accept the younger,
maybe less seasoned artists as we all try to work together
towards a common goal and create a better world for
theatre in the process.

The most rewarding is the reason you put in to
direct a play; it’s because there’s something about it you
love. I have a vision, I assemble the people and the
place, and end up with something that is a great,
unified vision. It may not be my original vision, but it
has to work together. There’s an excitement in that
unity that will catch the audience. The challenge is to
some degree the same answer. It’s hard to get every
piece of it together to support each other and express
that vision. That’s the director’s job, which means
dealing with the reality of what you have. Before the
first rehearsal, you have the perfect version in your
mind. Good luck from there on.
RB. Why do you think that community theatre is important
to our cultural life in Tallahassee?

JM:

Community theatre is very important because it’s
been a part of the human experience forever, since we
were hunters and gatherers sitting around a fire,
because what is it? It’s telling a story. It’s performing.
It’s engaging people. It’s a central human experience.
It’s a path for people to bring out something creative of
their own. Someone may be a lawyer or doctor during
the day, but at night they have the chance to be
Shakespeare. This is a marvelous thing. They get a
chance to get on stage and sing and dance and bring
that kind of joy to someone. This is open to everybody.
It’s part of the town's cultural life - it is something we
as a community create ourselves.
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L.M. MONTGOMERY WRITES IN
ANNE OF GREEN GABLES

“'OH, MARILLA, LOOKING
FORWARD TO THINGS IS HALF
THE PLEASURE OF THEM,”
EXCLAIMED ANNE. 'YOU MAYN’T
GET THE THINGS THEMSELVES; BUT NOTHING
CAN PREVENT YOU FROM HAVING THE FUN
OF LOOKING FORWARD TO THEM.'"
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THE
REVENGE
OF THE
YETIS,
PART 1
Joseph Paul DeNeui

The problem with being a world-class assassin
is sometimes the yetis want revenge.
Everyone hates the yetis, you see, and there’s
big bucks to be had for their heads. Sure, for
half a second deluded E.T. lovers welcomed
them to our beleaguered planet, taken in by
fluffy fur and bulging anthropomorphized
peepers. They just look so cute, one journalist
gushed before she tried to brush one’s
eyebrows and was devoured on live TV.
Killing is not cute, as it turns out. Genetic
freaks or mythical creatures ripped from
huddled-around-the campfire stories, the
yetis were here and they meant to own the
place in no figurative sense of the word.
Spaceships cropped up across the planet and
waves of ravenous hordes spilled out. At first
we mowed them down easily enough, but it
turned out the yetis were vaguely intelligent.
Certainly nothing to rival Einstein, but they
took a liking to modern warfare and every
new– and old-fangled weapon they could get
their grubby claws on. The Collapse hit and it
was all too much; with the death of
international trade, globalization bit the dust
and with it any real hope of driving the yetis
from the planet for good.
And so we live with and hunt the yetis, or pay
diehards like me to do it. Of my eighty-nine
contracts to date, eighty-five have

targeted the fluffy beasts, and I haven’t let a
client down yet. I took out the yetis trawling
the coasts and bundling beachgoers up for
breakfast with a well-placed mine in the bay.
I sniped a wannabe crime lord yeti
terrorizing Manhattan in his green Corvette.
Vampire yeti who loved human smoothies I
set up with my ex-buddy Eddie when he
blackmailed me two years back. Eddie got
slurped by Mr. Cantankerous, and didn’t sit
too well in the stomach, what with his love of
Oxy and Meth.
These and other joyous exploits flitted
through my whirring brain as I considered
which wires to cut of the bomb ticking to
zero in my hands.
Some yeti had found out where I do business,
up on the forty-second floor of one of the
abandoned ‘scrapers overlooking Algae Lake.
How the cretin had snuck by
security to plant this bomb in my desk
drawer I didn’t know, nor did I have time to
find out in the fifty-eight seconds remaining
before the bomb delivered its boom. Yetis
aren’t into subtlety, the shaggy brutes, and
when they want to murder you they usually
just go for it. So I wouldn’t have pinned this
on the yetis at all if it weren’t for the scrawl
on the masking-tape note.
We yeti. You dead.
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I ripped the tape off and flipped it over and
that was all there was to that. Gotta love
yetis, they get straight to the point. It didn’t
look like the bomb had been modified, and
seeing as it was standard military-issue, I cut
the right wire and the timer died. Thirty-six
seconds. Not even close.
I figured that was it, but not one to take
chances, I did a thorough search of the floor
and discovered the yetis were more
committed. A hallway had been drenched in
gasoline. I defused a bomb in the ceiling. This
was getting dangerous. I glanced out a
window, feeling watched—and there was a
yeti in the next-door
‘scraper scowling and aiming an RPG.
It wasn’t the first time I’d had to rebase, but I
liked this ‘scraper, damn it.
Because cursing did little to extend my
lifespan, I bolted to a storage closet and
snatched up the parachute I’d tucked behind a
broom for just such a rainy day.
I’d just thrown the heavy pack on my
shoulders when the first of the warheads hit.
The yeti missed my office, I was pretty sure
of it, and still the shockwave was terrific. I
hobbled up barely able to hear with bits of
plaster ceiling raining.
Goodbye, my building. I bid it farewell. I
pulled out my Glock and blew out a window,
got the parachute sorted and jumped.
I counted seven more explosions, glancing
backwards over my shoulder. Floors pancaked
into each other, pillars of concrete snapping
apart. I aimed to land as far away as I could
and still got caught by a torrent of dust,
landing and nearly breaking my legs.
I huddled underneath my chute, ears ringing,
until the worst had passed. I emerged to stare
at a mountain of rubble. Another downtown
‘scraper gone.
I holstered my gun. Make each bullet count. I
clenched my fists and made a promise.
Every yeti who did this is going to die.
*

*

*

Assassins shouldn’t be world-famous. Get too
good and you’re the target.
Sure, most of us can pay our bills causing
occasional “natural deaths,” but you’ve
plateaued if that’s your credo. People and
yetis won’t know where to find you, but
clients won’t either, and that’s the rub.
I didn’t care. I took all the jobs. I didn’t care
about making a name for myself, I just
wanted the yetis dead.
Because plain as the black snouts on their
faces, every single yeti is evil. They live to
mutilate, murder, and rape. I’ve seen some do
things with women I don’t even want to
remember.
They’re not meant to be here on this planet,
and I intend to send every one of them back
to whatever pit of the universe they
floundered out of and bathe it in flame.
It’s probably going to get me killed.
*

*

*

I needed to find out who’d ordered the hit, so
I talked to the planet, as you do.
Mother Earth and I go back sixteen months.
Best guess, she’s an artificial
hyperintelligence, not the spirit of the Earth
made manifest. These days, though, who can
really know? She’s hyper-cagey about her
origins; I asked her once and she wouldn’t say
whether she was a trillionaire’s prank or
something cooked up by the military back
when nations still existed. Either way, she’s
woven throughout the planet in the old
telecommunications network. I found her on
a dying phone; back then she told me to meet
her by the crater. So that’s where I was
headed now.
Hands on my knees, I pulled up panting,
after running the five miles from my
building. Wasn’t used to sprinting for my
life.
I checked above and behind me. No visible
pursuit. I slipped inside an abandoned AT&T
store. No phones or anything else valuable
left, but there was one live Ethernet cable
tucked in the corner of a break room. I
slipped the skin off the back of my wrist and
plugged in.
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“You there? Hello? Earth, can you hear me?” I
was talking to the palm of my hand, and with
reason for concern. Subdermal microphones
were all the rage, but the audio could still get
garbled.

“Well, that’s just tough. You can help,” I
continued, overruling a protest, “if you promise
to not kill anyone. Even if that anyone’s a yeti.
Don’t touch them, don’t hurt them. Leave them
to me.”

My hand buzzed. “How are you, James? You
sound distressed.”

Earth didn’t like this. “But they need to die,”
she whined. “It’s why you do it. It’s why you
take out
the trash.”

“Had better days. I need some help.”
“James, you have piqued my insatiable
curiosity.”

“Who told you yetis were trash?”

“If you have to know, my building blew up.”

“Look, it doesn’t matter what I said. I just need
reconnaissance. Can you tap their Net?”

“Your building blew up?” She paused. “Oooh!”
She sounded so excited to hear the news I
instinctively winced and glanced behind me.
“Keep it down. Please. Yetis did it and they
want me dead.”
“James, you’re no fun at all. But yetis? I want
to oooh even louder!”
“Please don’t.”
“You really want me to help you? You really
want my help?”
“I didn’t know you hated yetis.”
“Everyone hates the yetis. They’re evil. So
how do we send them back to hell?”
I bit my lip, grateful this was an audio-only
feed. I am always confident and self-assured;
this is the image I am careful to cultivate,
only now I was feeling all the emotions on
the opposite end of that spectrum. I was also
having second thoughts about indulging the
darker impulses of the consciousness of a
planet. I hadn’t thought she’d be so keen to
assist.

“You did, remember? Last time we talked.”

“I thought you liked to do that.” Now she was
being pouty.
“And I would have no problem doing it if my
computers weren’t scrap.”
“Your brain’s a computer. Can’t you use that?”
I wasn’t sure if she was teasing. “No,” I said
gruffly. I started to pace.
“Are you hurt?” she asked, changing the line of
inquiry.
“I’m fine.”
“You’re sure you’re not hurt?”
“I said I was fine.”
“You could be hurt physically or emotionally or
spiritually…”
“Only the physical matters. I’m fine. Can you
hack the Yetinet for me or not?”
“Hmmph. There’s no reason to raise your voice
at me.”
“Sorry. I’m…stressed.”

“I know what you’re thinking,” Mother Earth
said. “But I could be a big help. I could be a
huge help.”

“I knew it! I knew it!” She sounded so happy.
“If I
help you, you owe me a favor.”

And she probably could help; why was I so
uncertain? This was why I had come here. Go
big or go home.

“What’s this now?”

“First, we need to set some ground rules.”
“Well, that’s unsexy.”

“A favor. You, James Pryor, owe me a favor. A
secret best favor for my favoritest thing.”
No world existed in which that wouldn’t sound
ominous. “One favor. One.”
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“You have to make a pinky promise.”
“A what?”
“Hold out your pinky over my crater. I’ll be
waiting. See ya. Bye.”
The line went dead while I glared at my
hand. Earth was in one of her irritating
moods, and I was not in the mood to play
games. The things we sacrifice for vengeance.
I left the store scowling and checking
balconies, expecting an ambush any second,
downtown deserted and quiet as graves. No
peds bumped past each other on sidewalks.
No cars tore up the broken roads. A stoplight
creaked, blown by errant winds. Most
‘scrapers that hadn’t collapsed were leaning. I
heard a single car in the distance and
hunched by a mailbox, but never saw it. The
unseen driver drove away.

I started down into bottomless darkness. “I
don’t suppose you’d mind telling me
why I should kill myself?”
“I need to plug you into the Yetinet. I’ll
transmute your matterform into digiform.
It’s all probably painless. Don’t you trust
me?”
“One minute,” I said, checking my parachute.
I’d packed it up properly. Looked good to go.
One very deep breath later, I jumped.

TO BE CONTINUED...

I made my way to the crater, sticking to
cover until there was no more cover left. The
“crater” was really a giant hole coring down
to who knew where, broad as a couple city
blocks. On the lip, my hand buzzed.
“Earth, that you?”
“You betcha, soldier. Smile, you’re on
camera.”
I presented a rictus of a grin to no one. I did
not like standing here. It was way too
exposed.
“Pinky promise. Hold it out.”
Feeling every bit the gullible idiot, I
extended my hand with pinky outstretched
over the yawning abyss. “You seeing this?”
“Aaaand click. That’s a nice picture. You
really should shave, though.”
“Are we done now?”
“Oh, we’re just getting started. Go ahead and
jump.”
“What? Here?”
“No, over at the diving board. Of course here,
silly.”
Back to Top
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THE RACE
DANA REEVES
Heart beating
Stomach somersaulting
Legs prepared for flight
I stand at the front lines, stare out at the road ahead of me
A countdown begins, one . . . two . . .
I barely hear the whisper of the voice that finally shouts, Go!
My body knows what to do
We have practiced this movement for months
It is natural, it is normal, this is what I do
All I hear is the steady beat of footsteps all around me
Pitter patter, pitter patter
It’s as if a thousand horses gallop
I focus on the sound, on the road, on the miles
One foot in front of the other
Breathe in, breathe out
One mile turns into two
Two turns into three
The miles begin to stretch
And there he is, that foe of mine
He comes roaring out of darkness
As I close in on mile eight, I am face to face with the dragon, the “wall” that
always tries to claim me
I slow down
Something has happened
I simply have turned off, I cannot go on
It is in that moment I have two choices: to stop or to press on
It is in that moment that I make my choice
I close my eyes and dig in deep
I can’t let this go
I won’t let this go
Instead of listening, I simply go
And in those quiet moments of deep surrender
When I’m not sure I can take another step, it happens
The world explodes in color
A rush of energy fills the deepest part of me
Everything pulls together in perfect symmetry
My body flies
I cross the finish line to sounds of cheers
I can’t hear them
All I hear is the quiet voice inside of me that says, let’s do this again

Back to Top
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THE DAY THE
DINOSAURS ATE ME
- Or My First Novel
Rita Mock-Pike

For some reason, my publisher decided that my very
first novel would be released on January 1, 2000. In
some ways, that made perfect sense to me. The first day
of a new millennium – the perfect time to show the
world something hopeful, something wonderful. At
least, I thought it was wonderful. And I guess the
publisher did, since, well, I was getting published!
My family, however, was a group of preppers. They
were certain that the world would end the next day. My
novel, my child of ten long writing years, was doomed,
they told me. No one would ever read it. The publisher
would crash, the world would end, and my book, my
darling novel, would never see the light of day.
They were stockpiling toilet paper and canned beans,
while I was hoarding newspapers and magazines
announcing my title: The Day the Dinosaurs Ate Me.
The title sounds like I’m trading one disaster for
another, but it wasn’t. Really! It was a hopeful,
delightful novel filled with anything but tragedy. In
fact, it was a fictionalized telling of my one brief jaunt
into the world of paleontology when I thought I was
going to discover more dinosaur bones. Mixed with
time travel, a bit of magic, and the worst – but most
comical – day of my life. But I digress.

There were no fireworks or champagne here.
“Forget this!” I leapt up and went in search of a New
Year’s party. My family was wrong. My book was
coming out in twelve hours! I was an author. The
world was not about to end.
The neighbors had music blasting, so I knocked on the
door. No one answered, but the boisterous laughter
coming from inside felt like an invitation. I pushed the
door open. They wouldn’t even notice me come in.
And if they did, I had been invited. Sort of. They’d
said everyone in the neighborhood was welcome.
The music shifted from a loud, obnoxiously rhythmic
tune to a fun, upbeat something. I didn’t know artists
and bands, I just knew if I liked them or not. I wasn’t
sure if this was a like, though, but thought, “What the
heck?” I grabbed a glass of something green off the
counter and threw it back. I was an author, darn it!“
My book’s coming out tomorrow!” I shouted into the
nearest ear I could find.
The man about my age turned and looked at me.
“Your what?”
“My book is coming out tomorrow!”
“You’re an author? That’s awesome. I’m Dan, by the
way.”

Midnight was quickly approaching. I could see the
hands ticking down time, getting closer and closer to
release day. I had a book signing, my very first ever –
the first of hundreds, I hoped – in just twelve hours, at
my favorite bookstore.

“I’m Tina. Tina Straid.”

Around the room, seven people huddled beneath
blankets, half terrified out of their minds. Most days,
these were some of my favorite people on the planet.
Today, they were not. This nonsense about the end of
the world and Y2K being the death of us all. It was
infuriating! My dreams finally found life and here they
were telling me to bunker in and forget it.

Interesting title!” he shouted back.

“I’ll have to look you up. What’s your book called?”
Dan shouted over the excited din.“
‘The Day the Dinosaurs Ate Me,’” I shouted.“

"Thanks. It’s a lot of fun.”
“It sounds kind of weird,” he admitted.
“Yeah. That’s the fun part.”
“Well, mazel tov!”
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“Thanks!”
And then he was gone.
Well, gee. Isn’t that nice? Congrats to me! But who cares? It’s
Y2K over here, too, I guess?
I looked around the party for a familiar face. I spotted
my neighbor, Jessika, and her husband laughing it up in
the corner with a couple of cute guys. I contemplated
heading over, but hesitated. I glanced down at my
outfit and sighed. Next year, don’t go to a party dressed up
like a dinosaur hunter, okay? I mean, unless it’s a costume
party.
The black tie attire around me might have slightly
increased my self-consciousness. I grabbed another
drink, this time something that resembled champagne,
and glanced down at my watch. Midnight already?
“Ten! Nine! Eight!” The crowd started shouting a
countdown. I hadn’t realized how close I’d come to
missing the most important night of my life.
“Two! One! Happy New Year!”
Streamers and corks popped simultaneously.
And so did the transformers.
Shouts of glee turned into screams of terror as the
whole grid went out seconds later.
People fled the house into the streets. Traffic was
stopped. Cars were everywhere, piling up as computers
failed. Planes were falling from the sky. Traffic lights
were burnt out and everything was dark, save for the
light of the moon, which weirdly silhouetted people as
they screamed and ran from each other.
“They were right?” I asked.
The lights at my parents’ house were on. The only lights
that could be seen for miles.
“They were right. Crap.”
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